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May it please the Immaculate Virgin Mary and Her child Jesus,

Ave Maria!

Our Lord Jesus Christ, one with YHVH, Our Father in Heaven, the blessed One who has Mercy with His world, who is within, who freely gives us the gift of His Holy Spirit, the Peace that settles the heart, the Spirit of Wisdom which comforts and guides us to make the right and proper choices as Our Holy Father Francis has recently preached.

The initial purpose of this letter is to assist Our Holy Father with a contemplation to convey this Holy Spirit to the living man, the one whom we know by the name Putin; and for

1 The Pope began his homily by commenting on the first reading from the Book of Wisdom, which describes “the state of the soul of the spiritual man and woman”, of true Christians, who live “in the wisdom of the Holy Spirit. And this wisdom carries them forward with this intelligent, holy, single, manifold and subtle spirit”.

“This is journeying in life with this spirit: the spirit of God, which helps us to judge, to make decisions according to the heart of God. And this spirit gives us peace, always! It is the spirit of peace, the spirit of love, the spirit of fraternity. And holiness is exactly this. That which God asked of Abraham—‘Walk in my presence and be irreproachable’—is this: this peace. To follow the movement of the Spirit of God and of this wisdom. And the man and woman who walk this path, we can say they are wise men and women… because they follow the movement of God’s patience.”

In the Gospel, the Pope underlined, “we find ourselves before another spirit, contrary to the wisdom of God: the spirit of curiosity”.

“And when we want to be the masters of the projects of God, of the future, of things, to know everything, to have everything in hand… the Pharisees asked Jesus, ‘When will the Kingdom of God come?’ Curious! They wanted to know the date, the day… The spirit of curiosity distances us from the Spirit of wisdom because all that interests us is the details, the news, the little stories of the day. Oh, how will this come about? It is the how: it is the spirit of the how! And the spirit of curiosity is not a good spirit. It is the spirit of dispersion, of distancing oneself from God, the spirit of talking too much. And Jesus also tells us something interesting: this spirit of curiosity, which is worldly, leads us to confusion.”
how President Putin of Russia can assist Our Holy Father by removing the vermin infested, rotting, stench of the dead elephant in the Vineyard of Our Lord.

The method of this letter is to begin with the non-dual Wisdom of the Holy Spirit and thus once again, we offer Our Holy Father this flower of our days spent contemplating the non-dual Virgin Mary as the tempestuous history of the Bark of Peter.

We shall also explain how Swami Vivekananda unlocked the secrets of Shankara and the Sananta Dharma, the power that backed his utterances that transformed the west and east and how these insights from Our Lady, now comes to you by the study of an English author, Paul Brunton.

It is the task that we have taken on that requires us to go back and find the work of Our non-dual Immaculate Virgin Mary with Her child Jesus, speaking to us in unfamiliar tongues and from distant lands, for we must not reject knowledge, especially the knowledge of the LOVE of God.

The concluding purpose of this letter is to Pray, Listen (SH’MA) and Act, regarding the ongoing efforts to bring a long lasting peace by the process initiated by Pope Benedict XVI:

“Render unto Caesar what belongs to Caesar and to God what belongs to God” and thereby dismantle the formal Caesar incarnate as the European Union, the United States and the United Nations.
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Curiosity, the Pope continued, impels us to want to feel that the Lord is here or rather there, or leads us to say: “But I know a visionary, who receives letters from Our Lady, messages from Our Lady”. And the Pope commented: “But, look, Our Lady is the Mother of everyone! And she loves all of us. She is not a postmaster, sending messages every day.”

Such responses to these situations, he affirmed, “distance us from the Gospel, from the Holy Spirit, from peace and wisdom, from the glory of God, from the beauty of God.”

“Jesus says that the Kingdom of God does not come in a way that attracts attention: it comes by wisdom.”

“ ‘The Kingdom of God is among you,’ said Jesus, and it is this action of the Holy Spirit, which gives us wisdom and peace. The Kingdom of God does not come in (a state of) confusion, just as God did not speak to the prophet Elijah in the wind, in the storm (but) he spoke in the soft breeze, the breeze of wisdom.”

“Saint Teresa of the Child Jesus would say that she had always to stop herself before the spirit of curiosity,” he said. "When she spoke with another sister and this sister was telling a story about the family, about people, sometimes the subject would change, and she would want to know the end of the story. But she felt that this was not the spirit of God, because it was a spirit of dispersion, of curiosity.

“The Kingdom of God is among us: do not seek strange things, do not seek novelties with this worldly curiosity. Let us allow the Spirit to lead us forward in that wisdom, which is like a soft breeze," he said. "This is the Spirit of the Kingdom of God, of which Jesus speaks. So be it.”
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The non-dual Wisdom of the Holy Spirit

From the Notebooks of Paul Brunton, we read:

Amid the babel of passion-led or self-interested earth-limited voices which we hear today, we listen wistfully for a truer voice speaking with a new accent. We are waiting piously to hear the divine Word. Some suppose it can speak in Sanskrit and will echo forth only from the Himalayas. But they are wrong. It may speak in English or Dutch, may echo forth in Arizona or the Hague. Who knows? Let us commit ourselves to no narrow doctrine of spiritual monopoly, be it Hebrew or Hindu. Some think it must speak resoundingly and masterfully, like a missionary. They too are wrong. It may speak quietly gently and humbly, like a mystic.

Is it so unimportant to form an idea of God which shall be as near the truth as possible through containing so little error as possible? The Spirit which inspired and instructed Moses did not think so. “Thou shalt have no other Gods before me,” it said. That is, we must not label the wrong thing with the name of God, or hold the wrong idea about him as if it were the correct one. “Thou shalt not make unto thee any graven image” was the next commandment. But an idol does not necessarily have to be made of stone or metal. It can be made of an idea.

It was his consciousness of being united with this timeless pre-existent as well as ever-existent Life that enabled Jesus to announce: “Verily, verily, I say unto you, Before Abraham was I am.” “I am that I am,” was the revelation of God to the Hebrew Master, Moses. “That I am,” was the revelation of God to the anonymous Hindu Master of the Upanishads.
Mixed up with different theologies, dressed up with different rituals, God remains identical and does not change.

YHWH, in Exodus 3, was the name given to Moses, by that Presence which spoke to him out of the bush, and its derivation followed—the Hebrew root for being! That it became the narrowed concept of a tribal anthropomorphic god—Jahweh—is the inevitable historical consequence; that is what the tribe could take and be satisfied with.

The Jews, whose original prophet-seers must have comprehended the meaning of pure Spirit, who were forbidden to make any graven images for themselves, have made several in the form of the spirit-suffocating letter of their Torah, their Talmud, their Old Testament, their traditions and customs. All this, intended to uplift and purify, not only failed to do so but prevented them from recognizing Jesus for what he was.

Not infrequently a student asks, "Has anyone ever been in my position? How can I arrive at awareness of the Truth?" The Teacher could reply that he himself has been in many such positions. What he did was to ardently and prayerfully seek Truth through the fivefold path of religious veneration, mystical meditation, rational reflection, and moral and physical re-education. There is, however, a certain destiny always at work in these matters.

The esoteric meaning of the star is "Philosophic Man," that is, one who has travelled the complete fivefold path and brought its results into proper balance. This path consists of religious veneration, mystical meditation, rational reflection, moral re-education, and altruistic service. The esoteric meaning of the circle, when situated within the very centre of the star, is the Divine Overself-atom within the human heart.

The result of this fivefold path, this non-dual wisdom, this standing on the Ground of Being in the 'Promised Land', the 'Kingdom of God', is what Our Holy Father Francis has called "holiness" in his reading from the Book of Wisdom, which describes "the state of the soul of the spiritual man and woman", of true Christians, who live "in the wisdom of the Holy Spirit. And this wisdom carries them forward with this intelligent, holy, single, manifold and subtle spirit".

The 'Spirit of the How' is here at once, asking 'how do I get there?', for the answer above, satisfying to those of a satvic, purified intellectual nature, is dry and impossible for the warrior or lover, those who are rajasic, men and women of passion and action. Those who are tamasic, steeped in the inertia and sloth of human nature, prefer the bottled spirit to the joyous wine of God, which Jesus bids us drink. Yet they too are invited to God’s feast that Our Holy Father Francis has extended a general invitation to. For them, the path of bhakti, that of loving

2 "Our Father", the atom of individuality, our being in the Intellectual Principle of Man, this pure awareness of awareness without a second, that cannot be split, hence non-dual.
3 God-consciousness can be 'intoxicating', with no drugs involved, for it is freely given by God, see example quoted in the Letter Rogatory to the British Parliament.
4 Christianity is an invitation to the Lord's feast in which we must “participate fully” and with everyone. The Church does not pick and choose. "Christians," he said, “can’t be content with simply being on the guest list – not participating fully is like not joining in.”

The readings of the day mark the identity of the Christian, Francis said. “First of all, the Christian essence is an invitation: we only become Christians if we are invited.” It is a “free invitation” from God to participate. You can’t pay to get into the feast, he warned: “either you are invited or you can’t come in.” If “in our conscience,” he said, “we don’t have this certainty of being invited” then “we haven’t understood what a Christian is.”

“A Christian is one who is invited. Invited to what? To a shop? To take a walk? The Lord wants to tell us something more: You are invited to join in the feast, to the joy of being saved, to the joy of being redeemed, to the joy of sharing life with Christ. This is a joy! You are called to a party!”
devotion, is best exemplified by the gentle people of South India and Bengal.

Writing as we are to the Russian people, we make note of the fondness of the Russians and the Ukrainian peoples for the spirituality and music of South India. In particular we note how the music of M.S. Subbulakshmi\(^5\) has been received with spontaneous pilgrimage by ballet dancers from Ukraine\(^6\). If we had to pick only one song, sung by M.S. Subbulakshmi that captures this Spirit of Wisdom fused with the Love of God, it would be Baja Govindam\(^7\), by Adi Shankara. Extracts from a Judeo-Christian translation follow:

Worship the LORD, Worship the LORD, Worship the LORD. Oh fool!

Rules of grammar will not save you at the time of your death.

A feast is a gathering of people who talk, laugh, celebrate, are happy together. I have never seen anyone party on their own. That would be boring, no? Opening the bottle of wine . . . That's not a feast, it's something else. You have to party with others, with the family, with friends, with those who've been invited, as I was invited. Being Christian means belonging, belonging to this body, to the people that have been invited to the feast: this is Christian belonging,” Francis continued.

This feast is a “feast of unity.” Francis underlined the fact that all are invited, “the good and the bad.” “And the first to be invited are the marginalized” the poor, those who have strayed from the Church. These are the people Francis puts at the centre of his pontificate.

“The Church is not the Church only for good people. Do we want to describe who belongs to the Church, to this feast? The sinners. All of us sinners are invited. At this point there is a community that has diverse gifts: one has the gift of prophecy, another of ministry, who teaching. . . We all have qualities and strengths. But each of us brings to the feast a common gift...”

“Each of us is called to participate fully in the feast. Christian existence cannot be understood without this participation. ‘I go to the feast, but I don’t go beyond the antechamber, because I want to be only with the three or four people that I familiar with.’ You can’t do this in the Church! You either participate fully or you remain outside. You can’t pick and choose: the Church is for everyone, beginning with those I’ve already mentioned, the most marginalized.”

“It is everyone’s Church!” Being invited to the feast means being active participants in a community along with everyone else. But in the Parable of the Great Banquet (Luke 14, 15:24), guests start to look for excuses not to go to the feast.

“There are Christians who are content to be on the guest list: chosen Christians.” “But, he warned, this is not sufficient, because if you don’t participate you are not a Christian. “You were on the list,” he said, but this isn’t enough for salvation! This is the Church: to enter into the Church is a grace; to enter into the Church is an invitation.”

“To enter into the Church,” he added, “is to become part of a community, the community of the Church. To enter into the Church is to participate in all the virtues, the qualities that the Lord has given us in our service of one for the other.’” Pope Francis continued, “To enter into the Church means to be responsible for those things that the Lord asks of us.” Ultimately, he said, “to enter into the Church is to enter into this People of God, in its journey towards eternity.”

“No one, he warned, is the protagonist of the Church: but we have ONE,” who has done everything. God “is the protagonist!” We are his followers . . . and “he who does not follow Him is the one who excuses himself” and does not go to the feast.”

“The Lord is very generous. The Lord opens all doors. The Lord also understands those who say to Him, ‘No, Lord, I don’t want to go to you.’ He understands and is waiting for them, because He is merciful. But the Lord does not like those who say ‘yes’ and do the opposite; who pretend to thank Him for all the good things; who have good manners, but go their own way and do not follow the way of the Lord: those who always excuse themselves, those who do not know joy, who don’t experience the joy of belonging. Let us ask the Lord for this grace of understanding: how beautiful it is to be invited to the feast, how beautiful it is to take part in it and to share one’s qualities, how beautiful it is to be with Him and how wrong it is to dither between ‘yes’ and ‘no,’ to say ‘yes,’ but to be satisfied merely with being a nominal Christian,” Francis concluded.

vaticaninsider.lastampa.it/en/the-vatican/detail/articolo/santa-marta-29342/

5 en.wikipedia.org/wiki/M._S._Subbulakshmi
6 http://www.msstripure.org/anecdotes/anecdotes_kamakshi-mallikarjun.php
7 www.youtube.com/watch?v=r4FUQxnY (Baja Govindam with English subtitles)
Oh fool! Give up your thirst to amass wealth,
devote your mind to thoughts of the Real.
Be content with what comes through actions
already performed in the past.

Do not get drowned in delusion by going wild with passions and lust
by seeing a woman’s navel and breasts.
These are nothing but a modification of flesh.
Do not fail to remember this again and again in your mind.

The life of a man is as uncertain as rain drops
trembling on a lotus leaf.
Know that the whole world remains
a prey to disease, ego and grief.

So long as a man is fit and able to support his family,
see the affection all those around him show.

But no one at home cares to even have a word with him
when his body totters due to old age.

When one is alive, his family members enquire
with kind words about his welfare.

But when the soul departs from the body,
even his wife runs away in fear of the corpse.

Childhood is lost by attachment to playfulness.
Youth is lost by attachment to lust for sex.

Old age passes away by thinking over many past things.
But there is hardly anyone who wants to be lost in the joy of the Kingdom of Heaven.

Who is your wife? Who is your son? Strange is this illusion
of being cast out of the Garden into the illusion of separate existence.

Of whom are you? From where have you come?
Brother, ponder over these truths here.

From Holy Friends comes non-attachment
to the fruits of the tree of knowledge,
from non-attachment to the fruits of the tree of knowledge,
comes freedom from delusion, which leads to the Peace of the Holy Spirit.

From Peace of the Holy Spirit comes Salvation.

What good is lust when youth has fled?
What use is a lake which has no water?

Where are one’s relatives when wealth is gone?

Where is the illusion of being cast out of the Garden when the Truth is known?

Do not boast of wealth, friends, youth and men at your command.
Each one of these are destroyed within a minute.

Free yourself from the illusion of the world
and attain timeless, eternal Truth.

Daylight and darkness, dusk and dawn,
winter and springtime come and go.

Time plays and life ebbs away. But the storm of desire
never leaves.
This bouquet of twelve verses was imparted
to a grammarian by the all-knowing Shankara,
adored as He who walks in the footsteps of the LORD. ...

Give up lust, anger, infatuation, and greed.

Ponder over your real nature.

Fools are they who are blind to the LORD who dwells within.
    Cast into hell that is the illusion of separate existence,
    they suffer there endlessly.

Wealth is not welfare, truly there is no joy in it.

Reflect thus at all times.

A rich man fears even his own son.
    This is the way of wealth everywhere.

Thus was a silly grammarian lost in rules cleansed
    of his narrow vision and shown the Light of Truth.

Worship the LORD, worship the LORD, worship LORD, Oh fool !
    Other than chanting the Lord’s names8, there is no other way
to cross the ocean of life.

When the English ruled India, one of the secrets to their success was the wisdom and wit of
the South Indian priests whom they used as their administrators. The story of Paul Brunton’s
Search in Secret India9 is a fascinating introduction to this English quest for the Spirit of Wisdom.
Paul Brunton met a realised man, taught by the Shankaracharya of Sringeri in the Kingdom of
Mysore who imparted the Key of Knowledge10 that comes to you in this letter.

“The Vedas declare that the ignorant man who rests content with making the slightest
distinction between the individual soul and the Supreme Self [Our Father] is
exposed to danger.” Shankara the great monist has written. “Where there is duality by virtue of
ignorance, one sees all things as distinct from the Self. When everything is seen as the Self, then
there is not even an atom other than the Self. . . .

“As soon as the knowledge of the Reality has sprung up, there can be no fruits of past actions to be
experienced, owing to the unreality of the body, in the same way as there can be no dream after
waking.”

Autobiography of a Yogi - by Paramahansa Yogananada

That importance placed that no distinction be made between the individual Soul and Our
Father, the blessed One who has mercy with His world is equivalent to the test used by the Holy
See that there is not even one iota of difference between Jesus Christ and Our Father in Heaven,
the wisdom of the Nicene creed that has safeguarded the Bishop of Rome for two millennia.

This wisdom on the Nicene creed is the secret that saved the Church from the domination by
the Sultans who appropriated for themselves the title of Caliph, without the spiritual anchor in
the bedrock of God. When the world is ruled by those governed by the Spirit of Wisdom
anchored in the bedrock of God and the realm of Caesar is subservient to such men of Peace,
there is peace on Earth.

When the Spirit of Worldliness becomes the standard, men start to worship the station of

8 Each of these ‘names’ has depth like a mathematical equation. Indeed such are hidden in the Sanskrit texts, as
we have mentioned before, an ode to Krishna has pi to 32 decimal places, enough to calculate the size of the
universe with with great accuracy, “to the width of an atom”.
10 Described in Paul Brunton’s Hidden Teaching Beyond Yoga and Wisdom of the Overself.
the Sultan – it must be the Kingdom of Heaven on Earth, they reason subconsciously, look at
the number of women in his harem, look at all the men at his command, look at all the
resources at his disposal.

The How, of how to attain the Spirit of Wisdom, for those who cannot get there by the
Reason-Principles discovered using the Who-am-I process, is the process of chanting. Chanting
calms the mind, by slowing the breathing. The mind 'learns' this language of the Spirit of
Wisdom even if we fail to comprehend the grammar or words for below our conscious mind is
Our Lord, Our Father, the blessed One who has mercy with His world. It is a fact of experience
that one can learn Sanskrit without ever having spoken it. It is also a fact that the sound of
Sanskrit, with its phonemes having meaning, awakens our ability to understand other foreign
languages. This is the secret to preserving Latin.

This Wisdom of Adi Shankara, is what Swami Vivekananda brought to the West from Bengal.
In the Gospel of Sri Ramakrishna, we find the following in the chapter on Narendra11, Swami
Vivekananda's pre-monastic name.

The Master said to Mahimacharan, "My dear sir, please tell us something about love of God."

Mahimacharan chanted the following lines from the Narada Pancharatra:

What need is there of penance if God is worshipped with love?
What is the use of penance if God is not worshipped with love?
What need is there of penance if God is seen within and without?
What is the use of penance if God is not seen within and without?

O Brahman! O my child! Cease from practising further penances.
Hasten to Sankara, the Ocean of Heavenly Wisdom;
Obtain from Him the love of God, the pure love praised by devotees,
Which snaps in twain the shackles that bind you to the world.

"The 'ego of Devotion', the 'ego of Knowledge', and the 'ego of a child' do not harm the devotee.
Sankaracharya kept the 'ego of Knowledge'. The 'ego of a child' is not attached to anything. The
child is beyond the three gunas [qualities of a man's intellect]; he is not under the control of any of
them. One moment you find him angry; the next moment it is all over. One moment you see him
building his play house; the next moment he forgets all about it. Now you see him love his
playmates; but if they are out of his sight a few days he forgets all about them. A child is not under
the control of any of the gunas — sattva [quality of a man of purified intellect], rajas [quality of a
man of action], or tamas [quality of a man of inertia].

"The bhakta [devotee] feels, 'O God, Thou art the Lord and I am Thy devotee.' This 'I' is the 'ego of
bhakti [devotion]'. Why does such a lover of God retain the 'ego of Devotion'? There is a reason.
The ego cannot be got rid of; so let the rascal remain as the servant of God, the devotee of God.

"You may reason a thousand times, but you cannot get rid of the ego. The ego is like a pitcher, and
Brahman like the ocean — an infinite expanse of water on all sides. The pitcher is set in this ocean.
The water is both inside and out; the water is everywhere; yet the pitcher remains. Now, this pitcher
is the 'ego of the devotee'. As long as the ego remains, 'you' and 'I' remain, and there also remains
the feeling, 'O God, Thou art the Lord and I am Thy devotee; Thou art the Master and I am Thy
servant.' You may reason a million times, but you cannot get rid of it. But it is different if there is no
pitcher."

The tradition is to give an aspirant a mantra to repeat, to comprehend the Spirit of Wisdom.
For the living man, the one whom we know by the name Putin, may we suggest the Tryambakam

rer_and_narendra.htm
Mantra [†], the Great Death-conquering Mantra, which is the shortest summary of the trinitarian aspect of God taught by the Roman Catholic Church. This verse, revealed to Rishi Markandeya, occurs in the the Rig veda VII.59.12, the Yajur Veda III.60, and the Atharva Veda XIV.1.17.

ॐ त्ररर्यम्बककं र्यजजामहहे ससुगनननकं पसुनषष्टिवनर्धनमर ।
०वरारुकम्य र्यजजामहहे र्यार्यजामहहे ससुगननकं पसुनषष्टिवनर्धनमर ॥

We worship the trinitarian\textsuperscript{12} LORD,
the Source of cornucopia, bounty and Beauty\textsuperscript{13} in the Vineyard of Our Lord,
Even as ripe grapes\textsuperscript{14} are freed from bondage to the vines\textsuperscript{15} when plucked by the Gardener,
May He liberate us from death by ignorance and lead us to the timeless, eternal Life.

This Mantra is part of the Sri Rudram Chamakam\textsuperscript{16} performed regularly by the priests of the Shankara order. Qualified priests believe that it brings peace to troubled kingdoms.

The full chant starts with the Sri Rudram which invokes and describes Rudra, the LORD as a Man of War\textsuperscript{17}, the LORD as Destroyer, in the form of the various destructive incarnations, including but not limited to the Chiefs of Armies, weapons, hurricanes, natural disasters etc.,
then ends with the Sri Chamakam, imploring the formless LORD, Our Father to blunt his weapons, put them down, and let us play out our karma in daily life, even as Our Father Francis has described Jerusalem and the Peace of the Church. For this purpose, the LORD is asked to bestow peace, all things, friends, wives, children, cattle, knowledge of number, reality as viewed from the perspective of the reason-principle of each number, and so on.

This Sri Rudram Chamakam is the intercession of the Anointed One, a sage, on behalf of his ignorant, ‘sinful’, people, ignorant of the oneness of God, the ‘original sin’. This intersession of the Anointed One for his people can be compared to the intercession of Moses for his people, found in Deuteronomy 9, and in Isaiah 59, 60 ... which is covered below.

\textsuperscript{12} Literaly, three-eyed, the three visions or See of reality => trinitarian, three views of the One reality.
\textsuperscript{13} vardhanam = One who nourishes, strengthens, causes to increase (in health, wealth, well-being); who gladdens, exhilarates, and restores health; a good gardener => the Source of Cornucopia, Bounty, Beauty.
\textsuperscript{14} Substituting grapes for cucumbers, the image is of the fruit of creepers on a trellis.
\textsuperscript{15} The tangled vines of ignorance in the Garden, the Spirit of Worldliness which creeps up on us.
\textsuperscript{16} The rendition by the Challakere Brothers (Sri M S Venugopal and Sri M S Srinivasan) is the most beautiful and accurate. The text of Taittiriya Samhita 4.5, 4.7, is known as Sri Rudram Chamakam.
\textbf{Sri Rudram:} [\url{www.youtube.com/watch?v=vQjBQjqi0Ak}]
18:05 to 18:17 is the [†] Tryambakam prayer
\textbf{Sri Chamakam:} [\url{www.youtube.com/watch?v=XAlKnIXf5eY}]

\textsuperscript{17} Exodus 15:3 The Lord is a man of war: the Lord is his name.
Applying the Key of Knowledge to the threats of force

The ‘fear porn’ has been turned on by the “Mafia”\textsuperscript{18}, whose bread of corruption\textsuperscript{19}, fraudulent conversion, is threatened. This ‘banking by deception’ is how the ‘Mafia does war’.

In Brazil, the government is on a war footing, preparing for the Olympic games, now only a thousand days away. The military was sent into the favelas [slums] of Rio de Janeiro, under the gaze of the giant statue of Jesus, bulldozing homes with the Brutum of Caesar, with deceptive currency for ‘compensation’. They exceed their authority under the Brazilian Constitution Article 5, section XI. Their Courts are broken, they have failed to show that the command of Caesar is an empty threat, a Brutum Fulmen. The ‘authorities’ there must be informed that have no legal immunity.

In the ‘Holy Land’, we read, “Israeli authorities demolish house belonging to Latin Patriarchate of Jerusalem”.

Surrounded by rubble, Fouad Twal protested against “an injustice we cannot keep quiet about”

“It is an act of vandalism that infringes international law,” said the Latin Patriarch of Jerusalem, Fouad Twal, as he stood amongst the ruins of a Palestinian home, a week after it was demolished by the Israeli authority.

Patriarch Twal, auxiliary bishops and numerous Christians living in the Holy Land took part in this afternoon’s angry protests, held just a few metres away from the check-point that separates Jerusalem from Bethlehem. The outcry was accompanied by a powerful letter of protest addressed to the Israeli interior minister. The incident took place at dawn on 28 October [2013], when bulldozers rolled up to raze the building to the ground. The house was located 150 metres from the check-point, at the foot of Tantur hill, near the Jewish neighbourhood of Gilo. The family that lived in the house which belonged to the Latin Patriarchate, said: “They turned up at 5 in the morning. They forced us to go out of our house. They took our cell phones away and forbid us from letting anyone know. We stood there and watched as the bulldozers demolished the house.”

This is the latest in a string of demolitions of Palestinian homes, ordered in recent days by the East Jerusalem municipality. The official reason given is to do with town planning regulations: Israeli authorities are knocking the houses down because they claim “these were built without legal permits.” The houses are therefore demolished to make space for the expansion of great Jewish neighbourhoods in eastern Jerusalem, such as Gilo and Har Homa. But this particular case is a paradox: it was built prior to 1967 when the Six Day War led to Israel taking control of the area, which was situated within Jerusalem’s boundaries. So this house was only illegal insofar as there were no urban plans that took into account the buildings that existed in the area.

“Despite knowing that the house belonged to us, no one warned us about this act of madness. This is an injustice we cannot keep quiet about,” Fouad Twal said during today’s protest.

The ‘message’ that comes across, from those that last after ‘Holy Land’ is:

The Fifth Book of Moses Called Deuteronomy 9:1 Hear, O Israel: Thou art to pass over Jordan this day, to go in to possess nations greater and mightier than thyself, cities great and fenced up to heaven, 9:2 A people great and tall, the children of the Anakims, whom thou knowest, and of whom thou hast heard say, Who can stand before the children of Anak! 9:3 Understand therefore this day, that the LORD thy God is he which goeth over before thee; as a consuming fire he shall destroy them, and he shall bring them down before thy face: so shalt thou drive them out, and destroy them quickly, as the LORD hath said unto thee.

9:4 Speak not thou in thine heart, after that the LORD thy God hath cast them out from before thee,
saying, For my righteousness the LORD hath brought me in to possess this land: but for the
wickedness of these nations the LORD doth drive them out from before thee.

9:5 Not for thy righteousness, or for the uprightness of thine heart, dost thou go to possess
their land: but for the wickedness of these nations the LORD thy God doth drive them out
from before thee, and that he may perform the word which the LORD sware unto thy
fathers, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.

9:6 Understand therefore, that the LORD thy God giveth thee not this good land to possess it
for thy righteousness; for thou art a stiffnecked people.

9:7 Remember, and forget not, how thou provokedst the LORD thy God to wrath in the
wilderness: from the day that thou didst depart out of the land of Egypt, until ye came unto
this place, ye have been rebellious against the LORD.

9:8 Also in Horeb ye provoked the LORD to wrath, so that the LORD was angry with you to have
destroyed you.

9:9 When I was gone up into the mount to receive the tables of stone, even the tables of the
covenant which the LORD made with you, then I abode in the mount forty days and forty nights, I
neither did eat bread nor drink water: 9:10 And the LORD delivered unto me two tables of stone
written with the finger of God; and on them was written according to all the words, which the LORD
spake with you in the mount out of the midst of the fire in the day of the assembly.

9:11 And it came to pass at the end of forty days and forty nights, that the LORD gave me the two
tables of stone, even the tables of the covenant.

9:12 And the LORD said unto me, Arise, get thee down quickly from hence; for thy people which
thou hast brought forth out of Egypt have corrupted themselves; they are quickly turned aside out
of the way which I commanded them; they have made them a molten image.

9:13 Furthermore the LORD spake unto me, saying, I have seen this people, and, behold, it is
a stiffnecked people: 9:14 Let me alone, that I may destroy them, and blot out their name
from under heaven: and I will make of thee a nation mightier and greater than they.

9:15 So I turned and came down from the mount, and the mount burned with fire: and the
two tables of the covenant were in my two hands.

9:16 And I looked, and, behold, ye had sinned against the LORD your God, and had made you
a molten calf: ye had turned aside quickly out of the way which the LORD had commanded
you.

9:17 And I took the two tables, and cast them out of my two hands, and brake them before
your eyes.

9:18 And I fell down before the LORD, as at the first, forty days and forty nights: I did
neither eat bread, nor drink water, because of all your sins which ye sinned, in doing
wickedly in the sight of the LORD, to provoke him to anger.

9:19 For I was afraid of the anger and hot displeasure, wherewith the LORD was wroth
against you to destroy you. But the LORD hearkened unto me at that time also.

9:20 And the LORD was very angry with Aaron to have destroyed him: and I prayed for
Aaron also the same time.

9:21 And I took your sin, the calf which ye had made, and burnt it with fire, and stamped
it, and ground it very small, even until it was as small as dust: and I cast the dust thereof
into the brook that descended out of the mount.
9:22 And at Taberah, and at Massah, and at Kibrothhattaavah, ye provoked the LORD to wrath.

9:23 Likewise when the LORD sent you from Kadeshbarnea, saying, Go up and possess the land which I have given you; then ye rebelled against the commandment of the LORD your God, and ye believed him not, nor hearkened to his voice.

9:24 Ye have been rebellious against the LORD from the day that I knew you.

9:25 Thus I fell down before the LORD forty days and forty nights, as I fell down at the first; because the LORD had said he would destroy you.

9:26 I prayed therefore unto the LORD, and said, O Lord GOD, destroy not thy people and thine inheritance, which thou hast redeemed through thy greatness, which thou hast brought forth out of Egypt with a mighty hand.

9:27 Remember thy servants, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob; look not unto the stubbornness of this people, nor to their wickedness, nor to their sin: 9:28 Lest the land whence thou broughtest us out say, Because the LORD was not able to bring them into the land which he promised them, and because he hated them, he hath brought them out to slay them in the wilderness.

9:29 Yet they are thy people and thine inheritance, which thou broughtest out by thy mighty power and by thy stretched out arm.

The Fifth Book of Moses Called Deuteronomy, Chapter 9, King James Bible

Even so we pray daily, nay all the time, that the LORD stay His hand and stop the destruction of the Children of Our Lord, in Jerusalem and worldwide.

There is a silent challenge that our LORD ADONAI has not failed to hear, the people of the Covenant want their contract fulfilled; it is to them that these paragraphs of the letter is dedicated. They want to possess the Earthly lands even as it is described in Deuteronomy 9:1, for they believe that they are a ‘chosen people’.

They have infiltrated the ‘enemy heathen’, ‘hacked’ into the automated systems, caused ‘disasters’, and promoted moral corruption. President Putin of Russia is unlikely to be pleased with how ‘stuxnet’ has been found in the control systems of Russian nuclear reactors and even the international space station. Our Holy Father knows how “Herod sowed death”.

Moses, Peace be upon Him, knew his people well:

Deuteronomy 31:24 Moshe kept writing the words of this Torah in a book until he was done. When he had finished,

25 Moshe gave these orders to the L’vi’im who carried the ark with the covenant of ADONAI:

26 “Take this book of the Torah and put it next to the ark with the covenant of ADONAI your God, so that it can be there to witness against you.

Deuteronomy 31:24–26 from the Complete Jewish Bible

Deuteronomy 9:17 And I took the two tables, and cast them out of my two hands, and brake them before your eyes.

King James Bible

To the sage or saint with the Key of Knowledge, the Torah is a self-unlocking covenant, which

20 Russian nuclear power plant was reportedly “badly infected” by the rogue Stuxnet virus, the same malware that reportedly disrupted Iran’s nuclear program several years ago. The virus then spread to the International Space Station via a Stuxnet-infected USB stick transported by Russian cosmonauts.

unless unlocked, is “cast them out of my two hands” and One is seen to “brake them before your eyes” into two. Any saint or sage with the Key of Knowledge can unlock it. Without the Key of Knowledge that unlocks the first part, the settled, realised knowledge of the non-dual nature of the Almighty One, ADONAI, the blessings of Moses in Deuteronomy 9 are not available as is described by in The Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Hebrews.

We quote The Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Hebrews from the Complete Jewish Bible, in addition as it is likely to be widely in use among Jewish people interested in Christianity:

King James Bible
Hebrews 12:1 Wherefore seeing we also are compassed about with so great a cloud of witnesses, let us lay aside every weight, and the sin which doth so easily beset us, and let us run with patience the race that is set before us, 12:2 Looking unto Jesus the author and finisher of our faith; who for the joy that was set before him endured the cross, despising the shame, and is set down at the right hand of the throne of God.

12:3 For consider him that endured such contradiction of sinners against himself, lest ye be wearied and faint in your minds.

12:4 Ye have not yet resisted unto blood, striving against sin.

12:5 And ye have forgotten the exhortation which speaketh unto you as unto children, My son, despise not thou the chastening of the Lord, nor faint when thou art rebuked of him: 12:6 For whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth, and scourgeth every son whom he receiveth.

Complete Jewish Bible
Hebrews 12 So then, since we are surrounded by such a great cloud of witnesses, let us, too, put aside every impediment — that is, the sin which easily hampers our forward movement — and keep running with endurance in the contest set before us, 12 looking away to the Initiator and Completer of that trusting, Yeshua — who, in exchange for obtaining the joy set before him, endured execution on a stake as a criminal, scorning the shame, and has sat down at the right hand of the throne of God.

12:3 Yes, think about him who endured such hostility against himself from sinners, so that you won’t grow tired or become despondent. 4 You have not yet resisted to the point of shedding blood in the contest against sin.

5 Also you have forgotten the counsel which speaks with you as sons:

“My son, don’t despise the discipline of ADONAI or become despondent when he corrects you.

6 For ADONAI disciplines those he loves and whips everyone he accepts as a son.”

21 “The five principal types of illumined individuals are: (a) the Teacher, (b) the Messenger, (c) the Saint, (d) the Reformer, (e) the Prophet.” Paul Brunton. www.courtofrecord.org/archive/para/32143

“It is not the invisible imprimatur of any pontifical canonization that really makes a man one of God’s saints but the invisible imprimatur of his Overself [Our Father].” Paul Brunton. www.courtofrecord.org/archive/25/3

Sri Ramakrishna Paramahansa:

MASTER: “But what will you gain by mere reading? Some have heard of milk, some have seen it, and there are some, besides, who have drunk it. God can indeed be seen; what is more, one can talk to Him. The first stage is that of the beginner. He studies and hears. Second is the stage of the struggling aspirant. He prays to God, meditates on Him, and sings His name and glories. The third stage is that of the perfect soul. He has seen God, realized Him directly and immediately in his inner Consciousness. Last is the stage of the supremely perfect, like Chaitanya. Such a devotee establishes a definite relationship with God, looking on Him as his Son or Beloved.”

www.courtofrecord.org/archive/vivekananda/www.ramakrishnavivekananda.info/gospel/volume_1/16_devotees_at_dakshineswar_ii.htm

22 Stern states that his purpose for producing the Complete Jewish Bible was “to restore God’s Word to its original Jewish context and culture as well as be in easily read modern English.”
If ye endure chastening, God dealeth with you as with sons; for what son is he whom the father chasteneth not? But if ye be without chastisement, whereof all are partakers, then are ye bastards, and not sons.

Furthermore we have had fathers of our flesh which corrected us, and we gave them reverence: shall we not much rather be in subjection unto the Father of spirits, and live? For they verily for a few days chastened us after their own pleasure; but he for our profit, that we might be partakers of his holiness.

Now no chastening for the present seemeth to be joyous, but grievous: nevertheless afterward it yieldeth the peaceable fruit of righteousness unto them which are exercised thereby.

Wherefore lift up the hands which hang down, and the feeble knees; And make straight paths for your feet, lest that which is lame be turned out of the way; but let it rather be healed.

Follow peace with all men, and holiness, without which no man shall see the Lord: Looking diligently lest any man fail of the grace of God; lest any root of bitterness springing up trouble you, and thereby many be defiled; Lest there be any fornicator, or profane person, as Esau, who for one morsel of meat sold his birthright.

For ye know how that afterward, when he would have inherited the blessing, he was rejected: for he found no place of repentance, though he sought it carefully with tears.

For ye are not come unto the mount that might be touched, and that burned with fire, nor unto blackness, and darkness, and tempest; And the sound of a trumpet, and the voice of words; which voice they that heard intreated that the word should not be spoken to them any more: (For they could not endure that which was commanded, And so much as a beast touch the mountain, it shall be stoned, or thrust through with a dart: And so terrible was the sight, that Moses said, I exceedingly fear and quake:) But ye are come unto mount Sion, and unto the city of the living God, the heavenly Jerusalem, to an assembly; to a community; 23 to a community of the firstborn whose names have been recorded in heaven; to a community of the firstborn who have undergone discipline; so if you don’t, you’re a mamzer and not a son!

Furthermore, we had physical fathers who disciplined us, and we respected them; how much more should we submit to our spiritual Father and live! For they disciplined us only for a short time and only as best they could; but he disciplines us in a way that provides genuine benefit to us and enables us to share in his holiness.

Now, all discipline, while it is happening, does indeed seem painful, not enjoyable; but for those who have been trained by it, it later produces its peaceful fruit, which is righteousness. So, strengthen your drooping arms, and steady your tottering knees;[d]

And make a level path for your feet;[e] so that what has been injured will not get wrenched out of joint but rather will be healed.

Keep pursuing shalom with everyone and the holiness without which no one will see the Lord. See to it that no one misses out on God’s grace, that no root of bitterness springing up causes trouble and thus contaminates many, and that no one is sexually immoral, or godless like Esav, who in exchange for a single meal gave up his rights as the firstborn. For you know that afterwards, when he wanted to obtain his father’s blessing, he was rejected; indeed, even though he sought it with tears, his change of heart was to no avail.

For you have not come to a tangible mountain, to an ignited fire, to murk, to a whirlwind, to the sound of a shofar, and to a voice whose words made the hearers beg that no further message be given to them — 20 for they couldn’t bear what was being commanded them, “If even an animal touches the mountain, it is to be stoned to death”;[g] and so terrifying was the sight that Moshe said, “I am quaking with dread.”[h]

On the contrary, you have come to Mount Tziyon, that is, the city of the living God, heavenly Yerushalayim; to myriads of angels in festive assembly; 23 to a community of the firstborn whose names have been recorded in heaven; to a Judge who is God of everyone; to spirits of righteous people who have been brought to the
Jerusalem, and to an innumerable company of angels, 12:23 To the general assembly and church of the firstborn, which are written in heaven, and to God the Judge of all, and to the spirits of just men made perfect, 12:24 And to Jesus the mediator of the new covenant, and to the blood of sprinkling, that speaketh better things than that of Abel.

12:25 See that ye refuse not him that speaketh. For if they escaped not who refused him that spake on earth, much more shall not we escape, if we turn away from him that speaketh from heaven: 12:26 Whose voice then shook the earth: but now he hath promised, saying, Yet once more I shake not the earth only, but also heaven.

12:27 And this word, Yet once more, signifieth the removing of those things that are shaken, as of things that are made, that those things which cannot be shaken may remain. 12:28 Wherefore we receiving a kingdom which cannot be moved, let us have grace, whereby we may serve God acceptably with reverence and godly fear: 12:29 For our God is a consuming fire!

**Evidence of ignorance or is it bible tampering?**

This ‘unshakeable’ Kingdom, the Promised Land, the *Ground of Being* cannot be won by ‘trimming the wick of life’, eating kosher food, observing the Sabbath and by studying the Torah. It can only be won by those who:

*Deuteronomy 5* And thou shalt love the LORD thy God with all thine heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy might.

King James Bible

Seen with the clear eyes of the *Key of Knowledge*, Moses has arranged that LOVE, not fear is the criterion for the Promised Land. Fear only comes in when you are unable to love the LORD, Our Father, the blessed One who has mercy with His world.

In contrast, let us look at the translation in the *Complete Jewish Bible*:

*Deuteronomy 5* and you are to love ADONAI your God with all your heart, all your being and all your resources.

Complete Jewish Bible

*Resources, eh?* The word Soul is gone, replaced with the familiar “your”. Is that the measure of a living soul’s ‘might’? The learned modern translator is a materialist,

---

23 Unable, as in you don’t know how. See *Alexander Technique* about ‘End Gaining’. In this book, it is explained that if you tell a child, “Sit straight!”, this does not result in effortless ‘sitting straight’. To tense up and ‘sit straight’ out of fear of reprimand is different from relaxing the spine, arranging one’s back by the technique he outlines so that the spine is erect and even ‘jaw tension’ is absent. One can then ‘sit straight’ without effort.
looking for contributions to his fund and does not possess the Key of Knowledge.

See the comparisons in the translation in the table above. “Looking unto” vs “Looking away”, etc.

Any man who has attained to the realisation of the non-dual oneness of God revealed in Genesis and the SH’MH, knows the difficulty of attainment and the price to be paid. This ‘price’ is not measured in the ‘mighty resources’ of a commercial modern “Roman soldier”.

It is such a man who knows the symbolic picture language in which God speaks to us, who can unpack the rest of the guidelines left to the tribe that fled Egypt into the sands of the desert scarcity. Abraham, the First Man, is the Intellectual Principle of Man, his son is our Soul. To attain the unchanging Real is to be prepared to sacrifice our Soul itself. When that experience, like ‘falling into a black hole’ happens, one discovers that God has ‘spared our Soul’ and price that is demanded is abandoning the provisional identity in our ‘purified ego’, the obedient ‘lamb of God’ who has kept the commandments of our LORD. This false identity is sacrificed, continually burnt in the fire of Wisdom: “For our God is a consuming fire!”

This is the experience that verifies that, as leading scientists say, the ‘big bang’ is happening in us, that each and every one of us is the centre of the big bang. Actual experience of being rooted in the Real, being consumed by the fire of Wisdom moment by moment, is different from intellectual imagery.

Mathematical ideas are idols however sophisticated. Intellectual possession of even an idea is why the “rich man” is rich and thereby cannot pass into the Promised Land, the Ground of Being. The poor who have less things to be attached to, are “rich” in spirit. The man who shared the evening sunset with Father General Arrupe, for that is all he had, comes to mind.

We live in a non-dual world, the sun is not a burning mass of matter out there, within each atom is the LORD. The LORD ADONAI commands thee, cease thou this torment of thy brothers, uproot the root of bitterness, for when the blind lead the blind, both fall into the pit of self-pity and victim worship, the worship of Ba’al. Curb thy animal-like passion for blood and the life-sustenance of others, stop the torture of little children for the sake of thy idols, talk

24 If you believe you are ‘Jewish’, cease then this torment of thy brothers, quit stealing by commercial fraud and let the beast manifest in thousands, of lifeless corporations, die.

25 Discovering the Heart of the Poor

When visiting a Jesuit province in Latin America, Pedro Arrupe celebrated the Mass in a suburban slum, the poorest in the region. Arrupe was moved by the attentiveness and respect with which the people celebrated the Mass. His hands trembled as he distributed communion and watched the tears fall from the faces of the communicants.

Afterwards, one especially large man invited Arrupe to his home. The man’s home was a half-falling shack. The man seated him in a rickety chair and invited Fr. Arrupe to observe the setting sun with him. After the sun went down, the man explained that he was so grateful for what Arrupe had brought to the community. The man wanted to share the only gift he had, the opportunity to share in the beautiful setting sun.

Arrupe reflected, “He gave me his hand. As I was leaving, I thought: ‘I have met very few hearts that are so kind.’”


26 See questions of a devotee regarding ‘Sun Worship’, in Dialogues with the guru, recording the teachings of His Holiness Sri Chandrashekara Bharathi, the pontiff of Sringeri in the Kingdom of Mysore.

27 “The God in the sun is the ‘I’ in me”—this put tersely is the essence of man’s relationship to divinity. A whole book may be needed to explain it, a whole lifetime to get direct experience of its truth as insight.

www.courtofrecord.org/archive/notebooks/para/31539

The Almighty One, non-dual God, Our Father, shines during the day as our sun, powered by the Platonic process labelled ‘nuclear fusion’, illuminating our ‘waking’ consciousness.
straight and avoid deception, for our LORD ADONAI has warned thee in thy covenant with Him, "And if so much as a beast touch the mountain, it shall be stoned, or thrust through with a dart". The "mountain" of Truth if "touched" by those of an animal nature, beasts as it were, who fail to obey the Decalogue, for example, "thou shalt not kill [even by proxy]", get "stoned" by their past built up karma and encounter great difficulties. As the Buddha also taught, "if with an impure mind a person speaks or acts, suffering follows him, like the wheel that follows the foot of an ox [cart]."

How does one uproot the root of bitterness, you ask? We have answered already with the words of the Buddha, the Awakened One, in the Dhammapada, the footsteps of the Spirit of Wisdom:

1. **Mind precedes all mental states.**
   Mind is their chief; they are all mind-wrought. If with an impure mind a person speaks or acts suffering follows him like the wheel that follows the foot of the ox.

2. **Mind precedes all mental states.**
   Mind is their chief; they are all mind-wrought. If with a pure mind a person speaks or acts happiness follows him like his never-departing shadow.

3. **“He abused me, he struck me, he overpowered me, he robbed me.”**
   Those who harbour such thoughts do not still their hatred.

4. **“He abused me, he struck me, he overpowered me, he robbed me.”**
   Those who do not harbour such thoughts still their hatred.

---

28 See "blond beast" in Lord Maynard Keynes The Economic Consequences of the Peace.

29 For the last decade, the 'news' from the "animal-spirits" mentioned by Lord Maynard Keynes, have been delivered to the Mountain of Our Immaculate Virgin Mary, Goddess Mahakali, Rudra in His Tryambakam aspect, the Great Void, Lord of the Trinity. All those with hearts of stone, entranced by Medusa's siren song, who worship Ba'al and Mammon, who lust after gold and silver, must consider the following:

In this context, witness the test by Swami Vivekananda of Sri Ramakrishna Paramahansa:

Sri Ramakrishna was always pleased when his disciples put to the test his statements or behaviour before accepting his teachings. He would say: 'Test me as the money-changers test their coins. You must not believe me without testing me thoroughly.' The disciples often heard him say that his nervous system had undergone a complete change as a result of his spiritual experiences, and that he could not bear the touch of any metal, such as gold or silver. One day, during his absence in Calcutta, Narendra hid a coin under Ramakrishna's bed. After his return when the Master sat on the bed, he started up in pain as if stung by an insect. The mattress was examined and the hidden coin was found.

Naren, on the other hand, was often tested by the Master. One day, when he entered the Master's room, he was completely ignored. Not a word of greeting was uttered. A week later he came back and met with the same indifference, and during the third and fourth visits saw no evidence of any thawing of the Master's frigid attitude.

At the end of a month Sri Ramakrishna said to Naren, 'I have not exchanged a single word with you all this time, and still you come.' The disciple replied: 'I come to Dakshineswar because I love you and want to see you. I do not come here to hear your words.'

The Master was overjoyed. Embracing the disciple, he said: 'I was only testing you. I wanted to see if you would stay away on account of my outward indifference. Only a man of your inner strength could put up with such indifference on my part. Anyone else would have left me long ago.'

courtofrecord.org/archive/vivekananda/www.ramakrishnavivekananda.info/vivekananda_biography/04_training.htm
5. *Hatred is never appeased by hatred in this world.\*

*By non-hatred alone is hatred appeased.*

*This is a law eternal.*

This is how an unlettered\(^{30}\) Indian priest, Sri Ramakrishna Paramahansa and his student Swami Vivekananda continue to influence the development of mankind. Extracts from the *Gospel of Sri Ramakrishna* follow:

Toward the end of 1866 he began to practise the disciplines of Islam. Under the direction of his Mussalman guru he abandoned himself to his new sadhana. He dressed as a Mussalman and repeated the name of Allah. His prayers took the form of the Islamic devotions. He forgot the Hindu gods and goddesses — even Kali — and gave up visiting the temples. He took up his residence outside the temple precincts. After three days he saw the vision of a radiant figure, perhaps Mohammed. This figure gently approached him and finally lost himself in Sri Ramakrishna. Thus he realized the Mussalman God. Thence he passed into communion with Brahman. The mighty river of Islam also led him back to the Ocean of the Absolute. …

Eight years later, some time in November 1874, Sri Ramakrishna was seized with an irresistible desire to learn the truth of the Christian religion. He began to listen to readings from the Bible, by Sambhu Charan Mallick, a gentleman of Calcutta and a devotee of the Master. Sri Ramakrishna became fascinated by the life and teachings of Jesus. One day he was seated in the parlour of Jadu Mallick's garden house (This expression is used throughout to translate the Bengali word denoting a rich man's country house set in a garden.) at Dakshineswar, when his eyes became fixed on a painting of the *Madonna and Child*\(^{31}\). Intently watching it, he became gradually overwhelmed with divine emotion. The figures in the picture took on life, and the rays of light emanating from them entered his soul. The effect of this experience was stronger than that of the vision of Mohammed. In dismay he cried out, “O Mother! What are You doing to me?” And, breaking through the barriers of creed and religion, he entered a new realm of ecstasy. Christ possessed his soul. For three days he did not set foot in the Kali temple. On the fourth day, in the afternoon, as he was walking in the Panchavati, he saw coming toward him a person with beautiful large eyes, serene countenance, and fair skin. As the two faced each other, a voice rang out in the depths of Sri Ramakrishna’s soul: “Behold the Christ, who shed His heart’s blood for the redemption of the world, who suffered a sea of anguish for love of men. It is He, the Master Yogi, who is in eternal union with God. It is Jesus, Love Incarnate.” The Son of Man embraced the Son of the Divine Mother and merged in him. Sri Ramakrishna krishna realized his identity with Christ, as he had already realized his identity with Kali, Rama, Hanuman, Radha, 

---

30 William Hague, the Foreign Secretary has complained of the gulf between the ‘Public School’ educated and the ‘Private School’ educated. Catholic educators in America are scrambling to reverse the disasters of Common Core funded by Bill Gates (links below).


vaticaninsider.lastampa.it/en/world-news/detail/articolo/stati-uniti-united-states-estrado-unidos-29568/

No Jesuit priest, Indian guru, Jewish rabbi or Muslim Imam taught the author of these letters. Education implies an *educator* and an *educand*, the ‘person’ being ‘educated’. *Learning*, on the other had, is the result of *listening* to the *Spirit of Wisdom* that lies within you: SH’MA Yisrael -

“שמע ישראל; *Hear, [O] Israel*) are the first two words of a section of the Torah, and is the title (sometimes shortened to simply *Shema*) of a prayer that serves as a centerpiece of the morning and evening Jewish prayer services. The first verse encapsulates the monotheistic essence of Judaism: “Hear, O Israel: the LORD our God, the LORD is **One**”, found in Deuteronomy 6:4”.

As Adi Shankara sang, without the Love of God, the rules of grammar imposed by a great educator, or even learning by rote the Torah, won’t save the educand... or cause learning, *charity*, or reveal the Almighty *One*. Bill Gates, by giving ‘in charity’ his *debt ‘money’ that is but his liability to God*, whilst under the delusion that it is an asset, has damaged the fabric of mankind with his donations for he who could not differentiate between an asset and a liability, could not differentiate between what is good and what is bad.

31 The superior symbol in the Church, this is proof. See history painted by the Almighty *One* since then.
Krishna, Brahman, and Mohammed. The Master went into samadhi and communed with the Brahman with attributes. Thus he experienced the truth that Christianity, too, was a path leading to God-Consciousness. Till the last moment of his life he believed that Christ was an Incarnation of God. But Christ, for him, was not the only Incarnation; there were others — Buddha, for instance, and Krishna. …

Sri Ramakrishna accepted the divinity of Buddha and used to point out the similarity of his teachings to those of the Upanishads. He also showed great respect for the Tirthankaras, who founded Jainism, and for the ten Gurus of Sikhism. But he did not speak of them as Divine Incarnations. He was heard to say that the Gurus of Sikhism were the reincarnations of King Janaka of ancient India. He kept in his room at Dakshineswar a small statue of Tirthankara Mahavira and a picture of Christ, before which incense was burnt morning and evening.

Without being formally initiated into their doctrines, Sri Ramakrishna thus realized the ideals of religions other than Hinduism. He did not need to follow any doctrine. All barriers were removed by his overwhelming love of God. So he became a Master who could speak with authority regarding the ideas and ideals of the various religions of the world. "I have practised", said he, "all religions — Hinduism, Islam, Christianity — and I have also followed the paths of the different Hindu sects. I have found that it is the same God toward whom all are directing their steps, though along different paths. You must try all beliefs and traverse all the different ways once. Wherever I look, I see men quarrelling in the name of religion — Hindus, Mohammedans, Brahmos, Vaishnavas, and the rest. But they never reflect that He who is called Krishna is also called Siva, and bears the name of the Primal Energy, Jesus, and Allah as well — the same Rama with a thousand names. A lake has several ghats. At one the Hindus take water in pitchers and call it 'jal'; at another the Mussalmans take water in leather bags and call it pani'. At a third the Christians call it 'water'. Can we imagine that it is not 'jal', but only 'pani' or 'water'? How ridiculous! The substance is One under different names, and everyone is seeking the same substance; only climate, temperament, and name create differences. Let each man follow his own path. If he sincerely and ardently wishes to know God, peace be unto him! He will surely realize Him."

In addition to Ramakrishna Paramahansa and Swami Vivekananda, Our Father, called simply Babaji in India revealed His message of love to all of us via Lahiri Mahasaya, Swami Yukteswar Giri and Paramahansa Yogananda. We read about the life of Lahiri Mahasaya, who lived as a married man with children, working as a clerk in the Indian Railways, then run by the British, showing that the highest ideal could realised in our daily lives.

A significant feature of Lahiri Mahasaya’s life was his gift of Kriya initiation to those of every faith. Not Hindus only, but Moslems and Christians were among his foremost disciples. Monists and dualists, those of all faiths or of no established faith, were impartially received and instructed by the universal guru. One of his highly advanced chelas was Abdul Gufoor Khan, a Mohammedan. …

“A Moslem should perform his namaj worship four times daily,” the master pointed out. “Four times daily a Hindu should sit in meditation. A Christian should go down on his knees four times daily, praying to God and then reading the Bible.” …

“Solve all your problems through meditation. Exchange unprofitable religious speculations for actual God-contact. Clear your mind of dogmatic theological debris; let in the fresh, healing waters of direct perception. Attune yourself to the active inner Guidance; the Divine Voice has the answer to every dilemma of life. Though man’s ingenuity for getting himself into trouble appears to be endless, the Infinite Succor is no less resourceful.” …

“Let the fragrance of the Kriya flower be wafted naturally, without any display,” he said. “Its seeds will take root in the soil of spiritually fertile hearts.” …

To the awe of all beholders, Lahiri Mahasaya’s habitual physiological state exhibited the superhuman features of breathlessness, sleeplessness, cessation of pulse and heartbeat, calm eyes unblinking for hours, and a profound aura of peace. …

32 This living presence of the White Rose of Peace in the west among many devotees, has stayed the hand of Rudra.
Just as the fragrance of flowers cannot be suppressed, so Lahiri Mahasaya, quietly living as an ideal householder, could not hide his innate glory. Slowly, from every part of India, the devotee-bees sought the divine nectar of the liberated master.

The English office superintendent was one of the first to notice a strange transcendental change in his employee, whom he endearingly called “Ecstatic Babu.”

“Sir, you seem sad. What is the trouble?” Lahiri Mahasaya made this sympathetic inquiry one morning to his employer.

“My wife in England is critically ill. I am torn by anxiety.”

“I shall get you some word about her.” Lahiri Mahasaya left the room and sat for a short time in a secluded spot. On his return he smiled consolingly.

“Your wife is improving; she is now writing you a letter.” The omniscient yogi quoted some parts of the missive.

“Ecstatic Babu, I already know that you are no ordinary man. Yet I am unable to believe that, at will, you can banish time and space!”

The promised letter finally arrived. The astounded superintendent found that it contained not only the good news of his wife’s recovery, but also the same phrases which, weeks earlier, Lahiri Mahasaya had repeated.

The wife came to India some months later. She visited the office, where Lahiri Mahasaya was quietly sitting at his desk. The woman approached him reverently.

“Sir,” she said, “it was your form, haloed in glorious light, that I beheld months ago by my sickbed in London. At that moment I was completely healed! Soon after, I was able to undertake the long ocean voyage to India.”

Autobiography of a Yogi

Our Father, the blessed One who has Mercy with His world, once again reveals this blessing to all of us:

“After a silence, Babaji [Our Father] added, ‘Repeat to each of your disciples this majestic promise from the Bhagavad Gita: “Swalpamasya dharmasya, trayata mahato bhoyat”’—“Even a little bit of the practice of this religion will save you from dire fears and colossal sufferings.”’

Autobiography of a Yogi

The Elephant is dead

 Exactly one hundred years ago [November 1913], World War I had not yet started. There was a Super Power that dominated the Judeo-Christian west, which ruled for over six centuries. It is no more. This is the dead elephant.

Ask any western man or woman the name of the dead elephant and you will get a blank stare. Britain? They might ask doubtfully in return. We are talking of the Islamic Ottoman Empire (1299 to 1922 dissolution).

In our recent Open Letter to the Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques we outlined a contemplation of history from King Henry VIII and his Act of Supremacy in 1532 to the present day. King Henry VIII proclaimed himself Supreme Head of the Anglican Church. Did he act on his own initiative, based solely on frustrated sexual desire?

When one widens the time scope of contemplation of the tempestuous voyages of the Bark of Peter and looks beyond the shores of Europe, one discovers the impetus of King Henry VIII’s actions. It is the same source from whom is derived the Canon Law of the Roman Catholic Church, the doctrine of Papal Infallibility and our concept of the formal nation state and statutes: Sultan Suleiman the Magnificent (6 November 1494 – 7 September 1566).
"Qanun is an Arabic word (Arabic: قانون) derived from the greek κανών (kanōn, the root for the modern English word “canon”). It can refer to laws promulgated by Muslim sovereigns, in particular the Ottoman Sultans, in contrast to shari'a, the body of law elaborated by Muslim jurists. The 10th sultan of the Ottoman Empire, Suleiman was known in the Ottoman Empire as Suleiman Kanuni, due to his code of laws”.

**Kanuni Suleiman, The Lawgiver**, is credited with extending and reforming Sharia Law to create legal crimes such as that of counterfeiting. Sharia Law, with its strict definition of stealing as the insertion of one’s hands into an enclosed, protected space, say a locked box, would not consider copying a piece of paper to be wrong.

“The law codified in the Kanun may date back to the Bronze Age. Some authors have suggested that there are many similarities between the Kanun and the Manusmṛti, the earliest work of the Dharmasāstrā textual tradition of Hinduism, which indicate a common origin”.

The Ottoman Sultans proclaimed themselves *Caliph*, or supreme head of the Islamic faith, a position first claimed amongst the Ottomans by Mehmed II or Mehmed the Conqueror (30 March 1432 – 3 May 1481). This led ultimately to the need to enforce the ‘unity’ and the sunni-shia conflicts. King Henry VIII proclaimed himself *Supreme Head of the Anglican Church*.

Queen Elizabeth I, renewed this *Act of Supremacy* in 1559 and removed the imagery of the Roman Catholic Church from the chapels and churches of England and Wales, again copying the pattern from the Ottomans, the command of the Prophet Muhammed to not use imagery in places of worship.

The early Protestant rulers of England would have seen the comparative history of the Islamic civilisation in Spain, which was destroyed by the Roman Catholic invasion. The advanced Islamic civilisation had the Indo-Arabic decimal number system and medical knowledge that exceeded anything available in Christian Europe.

The Canon of Medicine (Arabic: القانون في الطب al-Qānūn fī al-Ṭibb) is an encyclopedia of medicine in five books compiled by Persian philosopher Ibn Sinā (Avicenna) and completed in 1025. It presents a clear and organized summary of all the medical knowledge of the time. It is the most influential Galenic document of the Middle Ages. It served as a more concise reference in contrast to Galen’s twenty volumes of medical corpus. In addition to its Galenic references, Canon is full of Aristotelian undertones and direct adaptations. Originally written in the Arabic language, the book was later translated into a number of other languages, including Persian, Latin, Chinese, Hebrew, German, French, and English with lots of commentaries. The Canon is considered one of the most famous books in the history of medicine.

George Sarton, the father of the history of science, wrote in the Introduction to the History of Science:

“One of the most famous exponents of Muslim universalism and an eminent figure in Islamic learning was Ibn Sina, known in the West as Avicenna (981-1037). For a thousand years he has retained his original renown as one of the greatest thinkers and medical scholars in history. His most important medical works are the Qanun (Canon) and a treatise on Cardiac drugs. The ‘Qanun’ is an immense encyclopedia of medicine. It contains some of the most illuminating thoughts pertaining to distinction of mediastinitis from pleurisy; contagious nature of phthisis; distribution of diseases by water and soil; careful description of skin troubles; of sexual diseases and perversions; of nervous ailments.”

The influential Canadian physician, Sir William Osler, described the Canon as “the most famous medical textbook ever written” noting that it remained “a medical bible for a longer time than any other work.” In 2006, Professor John Urquhart noted the relevance of the Canon to modern medicine, comparing it to an influential medical work of the 19th century, The Principles and Practice of Medicine (1892) by Osler himself, and concluded:

“If the year were 1900 and you were marooned and in need of a guide for practical medicine, which book would you want by your side?” My choice was Ibn Sina. A leading reason is that Ibn Sina gives an integrated view of surgery and medicine, whereas Osler largely shuns intervention. Ibn Sina, for

---

33 Absolute power is what the faithless ‘orthodoxy’ of all creeds and ideologies are after, spouting ungenerous, pious platitudes. They wish to be *Caliph Sultan*. This attitude is what we have been freed from.
example, tells how to judge the margin of healthy tissue to take with an amputation, a basic topic uncovered by Osler. The gap between medicine and surgery is now closing, with the advent of interventional cardiology, gastroenterology, radiology, etc. Ibn Sina correctly saw medicine and surgery as one.”

Mona Nasser Aida Tibi and Emilie Savage-Smith note: “The enduring respect in the 21st century for a book written a millennium earlier is testimony to Ibn Sina’s achievement.”

When Saint Francis (c. 1182 – October 3 1226) travelled to the Far East with the Gospel of Our Lord, the Islamic conquest had already gone before him. Prophet Muhammed, Peace be upon Him, paving the way for Christ.

Islam was brought into Indonesia by traders from Gujarat, India during the eleventh century, although Muslims had visited the archipelago early in the Muslim era. By the end of the 16th century, Islam, through conversion, had surpassed Hinduism and Buddhism as the dominant religion of the peoples of Java and Sumatra. Bali retained a Hindu-practising majority, while the eastern islands remained largely animist until the 17th and 18th centuries when Christianity became predominant in those areas.

A recent BBC documentary on the fall of the Moorish kingdoms of Spain shows the advanced surgical instruments available there and recounts how the Islamic doctor had bandaged a wounded man, and how the invading Roman Catholic ‘priest’ tried to cure the man, the description of which, is best left out. This is the ‘primitive memory’ of Roman Catholicism that strikes fear in the heart of an Englishman. Similarly it is the ‘primitive memory’ of the Ottomans at the gates of Vienna that fans the fear of Islam, made no easier by the success of Atatürk, the Ottoman general who founded modern day Turkey, in several confrontations with the Allies.

Scientists like Professor Richard Dawkins paint the Islamic regions of the world as primitive barbarians who have not won as many Nobel prizes. He has failed to look at the evidence before pronouncing judgement. When the Ottoman Empire flourished, the resources and science happened there.

The scientific advances of the west are a result of the resources ‘thrown at’ scientists who fail to question the hand that feeds them. Government, university and industrial research, funded from war booty and colonial slavery in the past, is now funded directly or indirectly from the proceeds of fraudulent conversion.

The scientists, for example those funded by National Science Foundation (NSF) grants in the U.S., did not investigate the source-of funds for their research budget. They failed to investigate the means that propelled their research. Hungry for patents and ‘intellectual property’ they failed to gather evidence as to why copyrights and patents were coded into western statute Qanun law. They were just slaves in a gilded cage, any ‘intellectual property’ that was of ‘national security’ consequence soon attracted the attention of the corporate Nation State slave masters – as Richard P. Feynman showed.

An entire marketplace of ‘Wall Street’ bankers and traders, with their corporate CEOs in the S&P 500 companies, despite all their attention to ‘market signals’, failed to see their gilded cage had iron bars, as the ‘bankers’ at Lehman Brothers found out in 2008.

An entire Parliament of Englishmen failed to see that it is Islamic Qanun law that they were busy arguing over, distributing the crumbs from the dead Sultan’s feast.

Even after the Enron disaster, the Chartered Accountants of the world have failed to report that they were counting nothing, nothing but the imaginary beans of the Spirit of the dead Sultan.

34 See Richard Feynman’s story of his nuclear submarine patent in particular.
The Cardinals of the Catholic church, failed to see that they were being compromised by the
ghosts of the dead Sultan’s harem, their shameful neglect of care, manifest its worst in Spain,
Ireland and the Philippines.

In the Philippines the common people, by which we mean those without the privilege of
bank credit, are reduced to eating Pag-Pag\(^{35}\), refried food taken out of garbage cans, know that
the Church was promoting shopping malls, to discover the bars of gold left buried by the
Japanese who looted, raped and pillaged the gold during World War II. The atoms of gold
remember, for ADONAI, Lord of Hosts, dwells within!

Sri Ramakrishna said to M.: “Can you tell me why I have been feeling like this the past few days? It
is impossible for me to touch any metal. When I touched a metal cup I felt as if I had been stung by
a horned fish. There was an excruciating pain all over my arm. But I must use a brass water-jar, and
so I tried to carry it after covering it with my towel. But the moment I touched the jar I felt the same
acute pain in my arm. It was an unbearable pain! At last I prayed to the Divine Mother: ‘O Mother, I
shall never do it again. Please forgive me this time.’

The spirit of God is indomitable. If you, dear reader, wish to see it expressed, watch this
video\(^{36}\) of a woman in the Philippines, stranded on the roof of her house, surrounded by the
raging waters that are rising, do a dance of joy on the roof just before it is swept away by the
flood. There is even a passage in the Yoga Vasista that comes to mind, of a sage swept away by a
flood, who is joyous as he is swept away, for he knows that the LORD is in his heart.

Pope Francis has prayed for the grace of shame to manifest. Including but not limited to
scientists, legislators, lawyers, accountants, bankers, traders and military men who control
weapons indistinguishable from an Act of God, if they are more than animals, they would feel
shame upon discovering these Matters of Fact.

Let it be known that it is the wish of this contemplative Court of Record of the Almighty One
that all acts of war, fraudulent conversion, propaganda in the guise of news, cease.

Our contemplation suggests that chemicals dumped in the air and laying down chem-trails
anywhere, the use of earthquake and weather modification weapons\(^{37}\), even with good
intentions such as constructive destruction, or under the spell of Medusa, is a neglect of care of
the Vineyard of the LORD, Our Father.

We have prayed to Our Lord, the blessed One who has mercy with His world that the Roman
Curia and the Court of the Bishop(s) of Rome and all courts below arrange that all personnel in
such facilities be sent on leave and the equipment disabled.

In general, if a ‘government’ ‘agency’ creates no value, all personnel in such facilities be sent
on leave and the equipment disabled. Better to pay them their nominal salary so that they can
stay at home where they won’t damage anyone or anything but themselves.

**How to curse a people**

A people are destroyed when they are governed based on fear. A government based on fear
requires a religion that preaches fear of God. Today’s European Union and United Nations are
based on fear of the Nation-State God of horrible massacres, relentless spying, SWAT
kidnappings and torture. A religion of fear requires a morality that tries to coerce people into
a certain mode of action.

---

35 [www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qn0XynCvqIE](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qn0XynCvqIE)
36 [www.youtube.com/watch?v=ERL1GW4Qh2Y](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ERL1GW4Qh2Y)
Why did this come about? Why did Moses put the ‘fear of God’ into his people?

To answer this question, you must put yourself in the position of a tribe that attempts to live in the sandy, hot desert of Arabia and remain ‘civilised’, which is to say that it can live together in a city, where it is not each man for himself. Imagine you are part of the tribe that is fleeing Egypt, the land of the Nile, governed by the City-Temple of the Pharaoh, the Pyramid, serviced by money grubbing Egyptian priests.

Today you have the Crown-Temple of the City of London. The Pharaoh is the cult of the bankers serviced by commercial lawyer-priests.

Agriculture based on the flood plain of the Nile in ancient times required strict discipline. The Pharaoh maintained strict, authoritarian control of all aspects of their people’s lives, even as the corporate Pharaoh/Caesar/Sultan you light your votive candles before, controls every aspect of your life from the moment of birth to the moment of death.

The majority of the priests of the money-grubbing religion of Moses’ time, doubtlessly were subservient to the Pharaoh, who was a legal idiot before God. We read how the Pharaoh refused to relent and let Moses and his tribe leave, even as refugees today are prevented from leaving destitution created by modern legal idiots before God.

The Pharaoh of the time of the Exodus, ruled a civilisation in decline for millennia. It was an age where the light of God was receding. Man’s mind was unable to retain the knowledge of the oneness of God. When Moses left, it is likely that the initiation of the Pharaoh into the mysteries had failed.

At the Exodus, there was no enlightened sage who ruled the people any more with knowledge of divine mercy. One can imagine that the same scarcity mentality pervaded the land.

Moses left Egypt with this knowledge that God is One. This is the knowledge of how knowing knows and how the resulting knowledge is categorised, what is called epistemology and ontology. This insight cannot be separated from how language conveys meaning from one mind to another. This knowledge is power, even as is knowledge of transmutation of ‘matter’ into ‘energy’, for this is the knowledge of how the world appearance blooms out of

---

38 Paul Brunton distinguishes insight – direct knowing with knowing how knowing knows, intuition – knowing, but not conscious of knowing how knowing knows, with mechanical, instinctual knowledge. Insight has the root sight or see, like the ‘self-evident’ nature of ‘seeing is believing’. This is why we have the ‘Holy See’.

39 Paramahansa Yogananda relates his lessons from God:

In 1915, shortly after I had entered the Swami Order, I witnessed a vision of violent contrasts. In it the relativity of human consciousness was vividly established; I clearly perceived the unity of the Eternal Light behind the painful dualities of maya. The vision descended on me as I sat one morning in my little attic room in Father’s Gurpar Road home. For months World War I had been raging in Europe; I reflected sadly on the vast toll of death.

As I closed my eyes in meditation, my consciousness was suddenly transferred to the body of a captain in command of a battleship. The thunder of guns split the air as shots were exchanged between shore batteries and the ship’s cannons. A huge shell hit the powder magazine and tore my ship asunder. I jumped into the water, together with the few sailors who had survived the explosion.

Heart pounding, I reached the shore safely. But alas! a stray bullet ended its furious flight in my chest. I fell groaning to the ground. My whole body was paralysed, yet I was aware of possessing it as one is conscious of a leg gone to sleep.

“At last the mysterious footstep of Death has caught up with me,” I thought. With a final sigh, I was about to sink into unconsciousness when lo! I found myself seated in the lotus posture in my Gurpar Road room.

Hysterical tears poured forth as I joyfully stroked and pinched my regained possession a body free from any bullet hole in the breast. I rocked to and fro, inhaling and exhaling to assure myself that I was alive. Amidst these self-congratulations, again I found my consciousness transferred to the captain’s dead body by the gory shore. Utter confusion of mind came upon me.
Moses calls his people a ‘stiff necked’ people. Proud, arrogant, philandering, warmongering, divisive, possessive, etc. Having seen what YHVH did through Moses, they wanted Moses to conquer a ‘country’ for them, so that they would be a ‘chosen people’ who could grab everything from others. They wanted him to Kill and Steal by God’s power.

This was life lived by the sword. In ‘peace’ you had to maintain your cattle, for there was no agriculture in the desert. Shepherds in East Africa, even today, are still ready to die to defend their cattle. Blood is an everyday reality in a tribal environment. Jungles animals routinely tear into cattle and members of the tribe, spilling blood – blood is a daily reality, not hidden in the distant sacrificial altar of a butcher who packages ‘kosher meat’. Blood is seen to be

“Lord,” I prayed, “am I dead or alive?”

A dazzling play of light filled the whole horizon. A soft rumbling vibration formed itself into words:

“What has life or death to do with Light? In the image of My Light I have made you. The relativities of life and death belong to the cosmic dream. Behold your dreamless being! Awake, my child, awake!”

... One day I entered a motion picture house to view a newsreel of the European battlefields. World War I was still being waged in the West; the newsreel recorded the carnage with such realism that I left the theatre with a troubled heart.

“Lord,” I prayed, “why dost Thou permit such suffering?”

To my intense surprise, an instant answer came in the form of a vision of the actual European battlefields. The horror of the struggle, filled with the dead and dying, far surpassed in ferocity any representation of the newsreel.

“Look intently!” A gentle voice spoke to my inner consciousness. “You will see that these scenes now being enacted in France are nothing but a play of chiaroscuro. They are the cosmic motion picture, as real and as unreal as the theatre newsreel you have just seen a play within a play.”

My heart was still not comforted. The divine voice went on: “Creation is light and shadow both, else no picture is possible. The good and evil of maya must ever alternate in supremacy. If joy were ceaseless here in this world, would man ever seek another? Without suffering he scarcely cares to recall that he has forsaken his eternal home. Pain is a prod to remembrance. The way of escape is through wisdom! The tragedy of death is unreal; those who shudder at it are like an ignorant actor who dies of fright on the stage when nothing more is fired at him than a blank cartridge. My sons are the children of light; they will not sleep forever in delusion.”

Although I had read scriptural accounts of maya, they had not given me the deep insight that came with the personal visions and their accompanying words of consolation. One’s values are profoundly changed when he is finally convinced that creation is only a vast motion picture, and that not in it, but beyond it, lies his own reality. ...

As I finished writing this chapter, I sat on my bed in the lotus posture. My room was dimly lit by two shaded lamps. Lifting my gaze, I noticed that the ceiling was dotted with small mustard coloured lights, scintillating and quivering with a radium like lustre. Myriads of pencilled rays, like sheets of rain, gathered into a transparent shaft and poured silently upon me.

At once my physical body lost its grossness and became metamorphosed into astral texture. I felt a floating sensation as, barely touching the bed, the weightless body shifted slightly and alternately to left and right. I looked around the room; the furniture and walls were as usual, but the little mass of light had so multiplied that the ceiling was invisible. I was wonder-struck.

“This is the cosmic motion picture mechanism.” A voice spoke as though from within the light. “Shedding its beam on the white screen of your bed sheets, it is producing the picture of your body. Behold, your form is nothing but light!”

I gazed at my arms and moved them back and forth, yet could not feel their weight. An ecstatic joy overwhelmed me. This cosmic stem of light, blossoming as my body, seemed a divine replica of the light beams streaming out of the projection booth in a cinema house and manifesting as pictures on the screen.

For a long time I experienced this motion picture of my body in the dimly lighted theatre of my own bedroom. Despite the many visions I have had, none was ever more singular. As my illusion of a solid body was completely dissipated, and my realization deepened that the essence of all objects is light, I looked up to the throbbing stream of lifetrons and spoke entreatingly.
important to life, nay, verily it is life-force itself. Non-Jewish tribes would drink the blood of animals, a practice found reprehensible by Moses, for it promotes blood lust, blood sacrifice and heartless war.

Moses knew that the law of miracles is not to be used in this way, just as we know that ‘flight’ is to be used for peaceful purposes. Knowing this, did man behave himself? No. Immediately western man set about bombing people from the air. They boast about their jet ‘fighter’ aircraft and how one is better than the other; in general how ‘my gun’, is better than ‘your gun’, a tribal phenomenon.

Moses knew the oneness of God and the study of the means of knowledge, what we call epistemology, a word which sounds to most like some dreaded disease. Encoded in symbolic picture form – this Key of Knowledge has survived almost six millennia of ignorance to bear witness in this letter against the tribes of Israel.

Moses knew that it was the immersion in God’s oneness by love, sacrificing one’s ego, one discovered the ‘promised land’, the Ground of Being, together with the Spirit of Wisdom. He encoded this in the tale of Abraham.

Moses knew that the oneness of God means that the taking of life, particularly human life, has bad repercussions – think quantum entanglement across time for a dim adumbration of this more subtle reality.

If you had sex without accepting the responsibility of the implicit trust to provide sustenance for the child, spiritual and ‘material’, you were going to have too many babies who could not be fed, who would consequently have to be slaughtered, just as animals were sacrificed. Tribal elders without the knowledge of God’s oneness, much like modern governments who operate a death machine, invented the religion of Ba‘al, so that their men in their tribes would feel good about killing their babies, ‘for the good of the tribe’, even as modern Europeans slaughtered each other in the last century and practice ritual slaughter of children and preach the religion of scarcity and fear of ‘ecological’ doom while their altars of commercial law spread vast clouds of radioactive and chemical poison.

Moses’ tribe had to control men who came of age, teenagers in sexual heat. They were to circumcise themselves while they had an erection in public, amongst other members of the tribe, to prove they could control their urge for sex and that they would be responsible to their wives and children. Do adult Jews do this now or has it become a useless ritual, a torture of helpless babies?

The Torah bears testament of Moses’ curse against the Jewish people for it proves their ignorance of their God and demonstrates the wisdom of the righteous sage of Our Lord, a master of time.

A sage is he or she who has achieved and made permanent his or her grounding in the bedrock of creation, the ‘unshakeable rock’ of the Almighty One.

“Divine Light, please withdraw this, my humble bodily picture, into Thyself, even as Elijah was drawn up to heaven by a flame.”

This prayer was evidently startling; the beam disappeared. My body resumed its normal weight and sank on the bed; the swarm of dazzling ceiling lights flickered and vanished. My time to leave this earth had apparently not arrived.

“Besides,” I thought philosophically, “the prophet Elijah might well be displeased at my presumption!”

Autobiography of a Yogi

www.youtube.com/watch?v=o_D6jbsORg0
The blessing behind the curse is that, when the time is ripe, by the grace of the Anointed One, Jesus Christ, Peace be upon Him, the curse can be lifted and the Key of Knowledge and the LOVE of God freely given to all.

Today, the Catholic church struggles with the ‘condom issue’. If a man begins to demonstrate the first step towards ‘responsibility’, why stop him? Society having been degraded by civil war in the Church and between the nations of Earth can hardly be expected to morph into saints.

The scandals in Church are a testament to the fact that Moses’ curse is equally applicable to the Cardinals of the Catholic Church. The Shepherds of Kenya shall surely do it for you in public, just as it was done in the time of Moses, using a tool sharpened with a stone, just like in the those days. Where is the long list of conservative volunteers? Oh, its just a canon law. Shall we scrap the stupidity? The Sultan is no more.

Jesus, Peace be upon Him, extolled the consciousness of a child. In newborn babies is the Soul most fully present, conscious and aware, much more so than in an adult, filled with “riches”, that is, miserable ideas that kill the enjoyment of life.

Inflicting pain at an early age results in the Soul withdrawing its awareness, leaving a scar that psychotherapists get paid to talk to. One should handle children with love at all times, for in them, Our Father, the blessed One who has mercy with you is near.

Home birth empowers the living people of God and destroys the use of hospitals as foundling centres. Parents can be reassured that there is no urgency to cut the umbilical cord immediately upon birth. The placenta, when delivered, can be retained near the baby, minimising any pain or trauma. This is called a ‘lotus birth’. It is no surprise that the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists (RCOG) has a stuck gear on this topic.

The evil practice of ‘birth certificates’, ‘death certificates’ and census shall cease as a condition of peace. Parents must accept the responsibility of life. This means that the parents must be wise in all things, for the civil government is playing colour of law fraud with the baby’s name from the start and stealing your children’s inheritance when you die.

The Russians lead the way with ‘water births’. There is no ‘fear’ drummed into women in anticipation of birth. Russian water birth videos are empowering to any one who wishes to be a trustee of new life. Our children were born at home, the second child delivered without a midwife.

One in three births in America is a Caesarian section, which is nothing but a phenomena of insurance fraud. The practice of hospitals is to maximise the fear, which leads to discomfort, so that the parents choose the most traumatic, hence expensive process.

The requirement for every mother in America to be subject to a battery of tests is an interesting example of the stupidity involved in the insurance racket and the gullibility of the general population. When the mother goes to the hospital suspecting a pregnancy, they test her for everything, from AIDS to exotic sounding diseases, except for pregnancy. The purpose of these tests is to then use fear of the unknown exotic sounding diseases for more insurance fraud.

The living man, the one we know as Putin, may arrange for the Russian water birth experts to teach their skills to a wider world population.

The teachings of Jesus, Peace be upon Him, raise the bar upon the curse of Moses. The revelation of the Gospel of Jesus Christ brought about the fall of Caesar. The strict adherence to righteousness, non-paying of taxes to tyrants, keeping the power of Caesar in check
whenever it arose, brought Caesar’s Rome to ruin, and thus the fruits of the conquest by righteousness, is the patrimony of the Bishop of Rome.

The ‘test’ of the Nicene creed, the non-distinction between the incarnate body and Our Father, the test of non-duality between personality, body and Mind, so clearly known to the early Christians, became co-opted by the adherents of the Roman and Greek religions who took up the new religion by watering down the test to mean the acceptance of the ‘blood sacrifice of Jesus’, and an easily doubted resurrection. Saint Paul’s political and ideological objective to end blood sacrifices corrupted the purity of the Church.

The Gospel of Jesus Christ is remarkable because it is not only a religious settlement but a settlement of civil law, a settlement of God’s law of how to run a complex, automated city-civilisation. When you look into it and discover your bank account empty of substance, you have only yourself and your ancestors to blame, for not insisting that coin held in trust, be not be out on loan.

When you look into it and discover that King Henry VIII ran with the law and thus the land left in trust, stole what was not his from the monasteries and the weak lawyers of the day reverted to fear of Caesar and Caesar’s law, you will find that, once again, you have only your ancestors to blame. But this problem existed in seed form, for the 1215 Magna Carta itself was an acknowledgement of the supremacy of Caesar, an evil and reprehensible situation, brought to your conscious attention by God in the Magna Carta wars in Europe in the century past.

The mental nature of the World-Idea, the insistence on a formless God and the revelation of the attributes of the World-Mind as the names of Allah, is the legacy of Prophet Muhammed, Peace be upon Him. Once again the tribes of scarcity were tamed by a release of knowledge which became the Sharia Law. The LORD through Prophet Muhammed, Peace be upon Him, corrected the Christian degradation into passion worship. The message has not been heard.

The Imams of Islam failed to prevent the emergence of a Muslim Caesar, the Caliph Sultan. The money lenders, mostly Jewish people, who set one brand of king against another, wishing to keep the gold by lending across borders, instituted cross border arbitrage games that made the World Wars inevitable.

The ‘customs and traditions’ of the Jewish people became adapted for money lending, including the physical mutilation of children. In times gone by, worshippers of Caesar and Ba’al had an identity check for fleeing money lenders who landed in prison or crossed borders. Male, quick check tag, you’re it. This is now implemented by passports and biometric id.

The truth is the Truth, it offends egos. Nay, the Truth revealed is dread and quaking for our Earthly egos. It puts the responsibility squarely back on you, for within you is the Almighty One. The “Leviticus 19:18 Thou shalt not avenge, nor bear any grudge against the children of thy people, but thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself: I am the LORD” commandment of the sage Moses is a little more complex than mushy, smug and sanctimonious bible study every Sunday of “rosewater Christians” or strict observance of the Sabbath and kosher rules of Jews or eating halal meat, prayer and observing the Ramadan fast of Muslims.

These lessons too were taught by Jesus, Peace be upon Him.

Exodus 20:13 Thou shalt not kill.
20:14 Thou shalt not commit adultery.
20:15 Thou shalt not steal.
20:16 Thou shalt not bear false witness against thy neighbour.

Rome of two millennia ago was automated, aqueducts brought in water, canals brought in barges of produce.
20:17 Thou shalt not covet thy neighbour’s house, thou shalt not covet thy neighbour’s wife, nor his
manservant, nor his maidservant, nor his ox, nor his ass, nor any thing that is thy neighbour’s.
20:18 And all the people saw the thunderings, and the lightnings, and the noise of the trumpet, and
the mountain smoking: and when the people saw it, they removed, and stood afar off.
20:19 And they said unto Moses, Speak thou with us, and we will hear: but let not God speak with
us, lest we die.
20:20 And Moses said unto the people, Fear not: for God is come to prove you, and that his fear may
be before your faces, that ye sin not.
20:21 And the people stood afar off, and Moses drew near unto the thick darkness where God
was.
20:22 And the LORD said unto Moses, Thus thou shalt say unto the children of Israel, Ye have seen
that I have talked with you from heaven.
20:23 Ye shall not make with me gods of silver, neither shall ye make unto you gods of gold.
21:14 But if a man come presumptuously upon his neighbour, to slay him with guile; thou
shalt take him from mine altar, that he may die.

The Second Book of Moses: Called Exodus 20:14-23

We must remind ourselves that at all times, we live in the universe of the Almighty One, that
the non-dual nature of God is ever present as the light of consciousness awareness. What is it
like, being close to an incarnation of God? By close to, we do not mean just physical proximity,
but spiritual proximity. A rare account of both is below:

Sarada Devi, in the company of her husband, had rare spiritual experiences. She said: “I have no words to
describe my wonderful exaltation of spirit as I watched him in his different moods. Under the influence
of divine emotion he would sometimes talk on abstruse subjects, sometimes laugh, sometimes weep,
and sometimes become perfectly motionless in samadhi. This would continue throughout the night. There
was such an extraordinary divine presence in him that now and then I would shake
with fear and wonder how the night would pass. Months went by in this way. Then one day he
discovered that I had to keep awake the whole night lest, during my sleep, he should go into samadhi —
for it might happen at any moment —, and so he asked me to sleep in the nahabat.”

Gospel of Sri Ramakrishna

God is not far away ... God is in your heart. Space and time are ideas, if you think of God with
adoration, SHE shall surely be with you.

42 The formless God, pure Mind, One without a second, is a living Void. Light cannot be seen there, for there is
no second. A vision of ‘Great Light’ experience is where two has appeared, light distinguished from darkness.
In its non-dual aspect, it is the voice of One crying in the wilderness (void). See Isaiah 40:
40:1 Comfort ye, comfort ye my people, saith your God.
40:2 Speak ye comfortably to Jerusalem, and cry unto her, that her warfare is accomplished, that her
iniquity is pardoned: for she hath received of the LORD’s hand double for all her sins.
40:3 The voice of him [One] that crieth in the wilderness, Prepare ye the way of the LORD, make straight in
the desert a highway for our God.
40:4 Every valley shall be exalted, and every mountain and hill shall be made low: and the crooked shall be
made straight, and the rough places plain: 40:5 And the glory of the LORD shall be revealed, and all flesh shall
see it together: for the mouth of the LORD hath spoken it. ...
43 Issah, she, from whom IS, he, arises. 0 and 1. Eve and Adam: ‘THAT from which awareness arises’ and
‘consciousness of I-AM THAT’. 0 and 1 are not 2, 0 and 1 are non-dual. Madonna and Child.
MASTER: “You don’t have to be afraid of walking on thorns if you are wearing shoes. **You needn’t be afraid of ‘woman and gold’ if you know that God alone is real and all else illusory.**”

_Gospel of Sri Ramakrishna_

### Snakes, rats and ladders

In this Court of Record, we have to deal with the what-is-so world, not a what-ought-to-be fantasy or even a this-is-the-right-conspiracy-theory world.

The reality is, faced with a King Henry-VIII Caesar in England disguised as a ‘constitutional Monarchy’, and the Ottoman Sultan, the Papacy created the freedom and liberty of the ‘Constitutional Republic’ of the ‘United States’. Black Ascot day in 1910 was truly a sad day, for a Christian king who had been trained for his job, passed away. What-may-have-been speculations are futile, the LORD had placed the people of Europe, Children taught of the LORD, on the scales of justice and found them wanting.

### How Medusa creates and charms her snakes

The _method_ of the game of snakes, rats and ladders is covered in the book *Pawns in the Game* by William Guy Carr, even if his ‘conspiracy theory’ is only partially correct.

About the Spanish Civil War, we read:

Investigation into the youth training programme revealed the methods used to corrupt the morals of the youth of a nation also. Lenin had said: “The best revolutionary is a youth devoid of morals.” His word being law in Communist organizations, all members work secretly to make young people of both sexes anti-social and immoral.

Children up to teen-age are taught to rebel against the discipline of the home. Parents are represented to their children as old-fashioned. Parental authority is scoffed at. The subverters argue that parents have lied to their children since they were old enough to listen, regarding Santa Claus, and where babies come from. The subversives claim parents are the victims of reactionary teachings and capitalistic exploitation. The child is encouraged to _educate the parents in regard to modern and progressive ideas_. They are warned that, for their own good, they must refuse to be dominated or disciplined by their parents.

The purpose of this subversive campaign is to destroy the sanctity, and unity, of the home _which is the foundation upon which our civilization is founded._

To rob children of their respect for the ministers of religion the subversives first represent them as being chosen from the less intelligent or physically retarded members of families. They are ridiculed as spineless ‘holy joes’, ‘womanish do-gooders’, and servants of the ruling classes. _Quoting from Marx, children are told: “Religion is the opium of the people, because it teaches acceptance of poverty, sickness, and hard work as good for the soul.”_

The Christian child is poisoned against the ministers of his religion by being told the most fantastic slanders against them in connection with their private lives. They are presented as ‘sheep in wolves clothing’; as ‘black crows’ feeding upon the gullibility of their parishioners. If, as often happens, a minister or priest does become involved in a scandal it is played up for all it is worth.

The Christian religion is ridiculed in a most nauseating manner. Christ is represented as the illegitimate son of Mary, a young Jewess, who, in order to save her face, hoaxed Joseph into believing she had been

---

44 We are well aware that the same continues to be the case, for the _Sword of Damocles_ spares no ruler. The ‘elected’ Parliament of 1911 committed Treason to the _Rule of God’s Law_ pursuing ideology by Force, the consequences to the people who elected them are forbidding. The destroyers of the British army in the _Somme_ lived in London. The essence of this accusation is captured in a poem by Cecil Rhodes on the Maxim machine gun. The British inventor of the Maxim gun, we believe, turned American and deserted his children. The _Housekeeper of Her Majesty’s Commonwealth of Nations_ would do well to investigate.

www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-23709471

45 www.courtofrecord.org/archive/www.lovecruth.com/books/pawns/toc.htm
conceived by the Holy Ghost. Christ as an adult is depicted as a faker. His miracles are said to be illusions cleverly performed as magicians perform them to-day. The twelve Apostles are said to have been his accomplices. The so-called comic “Mandrake The Magician” is often used to illustrate how a hypnotist and magician can fool the public.

One favourite story told Christian children is that Christ was a bootlegger at a very early age. Subversives claim he pretended to work a miracle at the marriage feast of Cana in order to sell his bootleg wine. They even accused Christ, and all Roman Catholics, of being cannibals. They support their arguments with the biblical quotation that Christ admonished his followers that unless they ate his flesh, and drank his blood, they could not have eternal life.

Teen-aged youths are introduced to companions who teach them liberalism which is soon turned to licentiousness. They are taught the Anarchist conception of life. The less laws, the better. Do as you like. According to subversive teachers, there is only one sin and that is disobedience to orders given by authorized leaders. There are only two crimes — neglect of duty and betrayal of party secrets.

The next step is to lead anti-social youth into actual conflict with the police. They start them off by linking them up with some ‘gang’. Young Communist leaders egg the other members on. They dare them to do things outside the law. They force them into fights to prove their physical courage. They inveigle them into petty crime and then lead them deeper into the jungle of the Communist organized underworld.

The publication of Crime and Sex Comics is part of the Communist psychological warfare. These Comics are calculated to awaken in children hidden and suppressed sadistic tendencies and to weaken the moral armour of children who are otherwise normal. Any ‘professor’ who claims Crime and Sex Comics do not influence children in the way the Illuminati wants them to go is either a fool or a knave.

Toy guns, soldiers, revolvers, movies, [video games these days] with plenty of crime and shooting [and beastial sex], are all calculated to break down the finer feelings of normal Christian children and acclimatize them to the use of weapons, scenes of violence, and sudden death.

Pornographic books, and magazines are circulated profusely at low prices, because such literature is calculated to destroy the thin veneer of virtue and respectability which civilized Christian moral codes have caused us to develop.

Few people realize the important part modern movies play in subverting youths away from their homes, their country, and their religion. Many movies show an hour of film in which the criminals and bad men and women do everything that is forbidden by our laws and moral code and devote one minute during which the law catches up with them, or they die because of their sins. Films taken of actual fighting during the Mexican revolution in 1913 were shown in Galveston, Texas. The sight of seeing men killed in battle, or being dragged from their homes and slaughtered by revolutionaries caused women to scream and faint, and men to vomit. Public opinion caused the showings, to be prohibited. To-day these scenes are shown on films advertised as “Children’s Special” for Saturday afternoon performances. That is just one illustration of how the general public, and particularly the children, have been systematically hardened to accept the sight of violence and bloody death as normal. It supports the revolutionary motto that “Much needed reforms can only be brought about speedily by revolutionary action.”

In every country not subjugated to date the directors of the World Revolutionary Movement have set up private Film Agencies which supply the most obscene pictures imaginable for presentation to private parties. These films illustrate every form of sexual depravity known to man. They are used for the purpose of demoralizing youth so they can be recruited into revolutionary organizations. This statement is proved by the fact that the laws barring them in the USSR are strictly enforced.

Youths who prove themselves to be anti-social, anti-religious, hardened, and brutalized, are sent to Moscow and taught “Revolutionary Warfare, and the Art of Street Fighting”. This is a different course

We trust that the Housekeeper of Her Majesty’s Commonwealth of Nations and President Putin of Russia are paying close attention. The heavily armed corporate bailiffs, military and police are not there to protect the government or the people, they are there to destroy it – see Syria for a live example of the snakes of Medusa in action. The Department of Homeland Security, the American version of the Gestapo, with a billion rounds of ammunition, is the powder keg waiting to be lit. The arms and ammunition were stolen from the people by fraudulent conversion.
from that given prospective labour leaders and intellectuals.

Revolutionary psychological warfare is accomplishing its purpose in the Western World as it did in Spain. This is proved by the fact that no person loses any sleep nowadays when the last thing they hear before going to bed is a recital of the details of air disasters, automobile accidents, crimes, and brutal slayings. A night-cap of that kind would have been too strong to induce sleep fifty years ago.

Public opinion is no longer aroused to action when the newspapers blandly report that several thousand Jews were systematically exterminated in gas chambers by anti-Semitics, or that ten thousand Christians were martyred because of their anti-Communist convictions by Béla Kun or Chinese sadists. Such horrors are now accepted as every day occurrences. We are being rendered immune to the reactions we once experienced when violence of any kind came to our attention. We no longer are disturbed by the overthrow of established governments by force. If we were, we would have done something to stop what has been going on. People listen to those who continually cry, as they did in Spain, “Communism can never cause a revolution here”. They listen to those who give them a sense of false security. The majority of citizens are like children, who hide their heads under the blankets when they fear danger. It should be remembered that pulling the bedclothes over one’s head never saved a person from an assassin, a rapist, or an exploding bomb.

A few illustrations will show how psychological warfare worked in Spain. We must remember always that Lenin said: “Part of the training of all revolutionary youths must consist of robbing a bank, blowing up a police station and the liquidating of a traitor or a spy.” Not until a youth has been drained dry of the milk of human kindness, and all feelings of sympathy, is he considered qualified for party membership. This is a vastly different status from that of a ‘Fellow Traveller’.

As the day chosen for the revolt drew near in Spain, the purveyors of pornographic literature and obscene pictures became so bold they took their stand at the entrances to churches and offered their wares to the congregations going in and coming out. The outside covers of these publications usually showed a picture of priests and nuns engaged in sexual high-jinks. Mr. Edward Knoblaugh, who is recognized as an authority on the Civil War in Spain, was so struck by this anti-clerical campaign that he wrote: “Occasionally delegates of Protestant clergymen came to Loyalist Spain to investigate stories they had read of anticlerical activities. These delegations were warmly received. Great pains were taken to convince them they had been badly misled. Special guides were detailed to show them around. They saw only what the Communist authorities wanted them to see. After a day or two they were hustled home, suitably impressed.”

But one day there was a slip up. A delegation of clergymen stopped at a book-stall to admire some rare old volumes. Before the guide could prevent it they saw also copies of “La Traca” and “Bicharracos Clericales”. The covers portrayed priestly orgies with semi-naked nuns. Both magazines were profusely illustrated with obscene pictures. Mr. Knoblaugh commented: “The delegates left in a huff”...

Does this sound familiar? Do you see the patterns emerging in the society around you, managed by the snakes of Medusa? Did do you think Anders Brevik in Norway is merely insane? Did you think ‘Arab Spring’ had anything to do with popular sentiment?

Memoirs of Extraordinary Popular Delusions and the Madness of Crowds by Charles Mackay, LL.D. is another reference for the reader, from which familiar patterns playing out today emerge.

---

47 It is the wish of this Court of Record that the Bishop of Rome send a trusted man capable of explaining these letters, with a copy of these letters, to Mr. Brevik. He is spiritually hungry for instruction. The actual history of Europe must be declared to him, for Truth cooks the seed of destruction before it sprouts.

48 www.courtofrecord.org.uk/archive/madness/
The atrocious system of poisoning by poisons so slow in their operation as to make the victim appear, to ordinary observers, as if dying from a gradual decay of nature, has been practised in all ages. ... In the twenty-first year of Henry VIII. an act was passed rendering it high treason. Those found guilty of it were to be boiled to death.

...

One of the first in point of date, and hardly second to any in point of atrocity, is the murder by this means of Sir Thomas Overbury; which disgraced the court of James I. in the year 1613. A slight sketch of it will be a fitting introduction to the history of the poisoning mania, which was so prevalent in France and Italy fifty years later.

...

In this rapid promotion he had not been without a friend. Sir Thomas Overbury, the king's secretary— who appears, from some threats in his own letters, to have been no better than a pander to the vices of the king, and privy to his dangerous secrets—exerted all his backstair influence to forward the promotion of Kerr, by whom he was doubtless repaid in some way or other ...

Today, do we have people dying of unexpected causes? Oh, what a surprise! Did the 'statute law' with fearsome punishment prescribed, prevent the deaths? No, what a surprise!

We do not wish to belabour the obvious. The snakes of Medusa are quite at ease in these strange times. The statutes of God no more deter them than the statutes of King Henry VIII.

So what are they up to now? Stheno and Euryale have rushed off to the other side of the Earth, drawn by the yellow magnet of the Rising Sun, while Neptune stirs up a storm.

The snakes of information were on display, a bit tense but they relaxed into the 'sunshine' of words that mean not very much.

The rats that chew on paper for a living are scurrying around, rearranging their packed nests of paper – a little more bedding here, a little more excrement there.

One Chief Pack Rat has gone to see a three sided, 'diamond back' Head Snake of Medusa with a democratic mandate, but he is talking to the wrong man in the City he is visiting.

Medusa in the back room is marching the snakes of fear in formation and their hissing can be heard across the invisible ethers. A muster of snakes is in progress.

President Putin of Russia, we are sure, shall be pleased to assist the Housekeeper of Her Majesty's Commonwealth of Nations with the pesky snakes and vermin. Our Holy Father is sure to find that the living man, the one we know as Putin, has the needed subtle job experience, of tending to manicured House Gardens.

**Contemplation for corporations that are ‘countries’**

We have heard it said, “... the British Empire was held together by paperwork. The French copied the British model, except that they took their paperwork too seriously.”

It is quite amusing that there are some men waiting to ‘collect’ empty promises on ‘government bonds’, who get all worked up about ‘tax dodgers’. There are others still who believe all this and that because they possess guns that make a loud boom, or that they can hack into vehicles in motion or nuclear reactors and blackmail other people, that they can carry on pretending that the world takes them seriously.

There are still others deluded by the large numbers on the offshore bank account statements, who believe they can ‘end global poverty’ by releasing vast amount of cash. ... This was tried in Zimbabwe. If gold was as plentiful as sea water it would be about as ‘valuable’. The farce is over, gentle men and women, for the grace of Jesus Christ, Peace be upon Him, has
overcome your stupidit[y.

The French are advised that they must begin to distinguish between ‘great’ and ‘grand’. The Palace of Versailles is ‘grand’. Saint Therese of the Child Jesus is ‘great’. The grand wrote the Treaty of Versailles, only the stupid\textsuperscript{49}, many of them French, were duped by it, the great implemented the word of Our Lord in their lives. They are reminded that there is an unclaimed cannonball on the steps of Saint Peter’s to be recovered. President Hollande presides over a lifeless, corporate Napoleon, the corporate Napoleon is backed by the traitors of the French people who have long used the French as cannon fodder. The ingenuity of the French to achievement despite the Napoleon in charge is exemplified by those who repaired the clock and chimes in the Paris Pantheon\textsuperscript{50}. This is the spirit by which the legal infants before God who run France, the banks and the European Union shall one day soon find that they have the wrong set of keys and the clock and chimes are fixed on Big Ben.

The Germans are advised that the war is over and that the Deutsche Verteidigungs Dienst\textsuperscript{51}, Dachau (DVD), which the late Christopher Story FRSA reported on, is a farce, that can now be put to rest. All the cleverness involved that resulted in the balance sheet of Deutsche Bank turns out to be a liability and not an asset. The war is over, the debt has no meaning and it shall be forgiven. The French attempt to live at your expense by the Treaty of Versailles and all those in the EU by the Treaty of Lisbon has failed. The legal infants before God in the German Government\textsuperscript{52} and Bundesbank are to be reassured that Germans shall once again have real substance to trade with and actual liberty not seen since the days of Christian kings in Europe. The Republican hell courtesy of Otto von Bismark is over. All the raw materials that the industrious Germans need shall be made available – just send\textsuperscript{53} the Bill of Exchange to the Housekeeper of Her Majesty’s Commonwealth of Nations for clearance.

The Swiss are advised that someone shall come see them and help sort out the mess once they have returned from running around in the mountains fighting the imaginary French invasion.

The Spanish are advised that the Pope is still the Pope and that the civil war in the Church is over. True prayer works wonders, ask His Holiness Pope Francis. Open ye the gates that a righteous nation might enter. Those newly built empty cities and airports shall soon prosper, all the necessary supplies shall be forthcoming for those that arrive. Ask if you need help with snakes and vermin, if you need material resources, send the Bill of Exchange to the Housekeeper of Her Majesty’s Commonwealth of Nations for clearance.

The Portuguese are advised that the Treaty of Windsor from 1386, continues to protect them and that the farce of the the Lisbon Treaty shall be replaced. They are advised to contact Pope Francis for further details. If you need material resources, send the Bill of Exchange to the Housekeeper of Her Majesty’s Commonwealth of Nations for clearance.

Brazilians are advised that the horror of slavery was overcome not by the guns of Abraham

\textsuperscript{49} A stupid person is a person who causes losses to another person or to a group of persons while himself deriving no gain and even possibly incurring losses,

\url{www.rayservers.com/blog/stupidity}

\textsuperscript{50} \url{www.theguardian.com/world/2007/nov/26/france.artnews}

\textsuperscript{51} \url{www.worldreports.courtofrecord.org.uk/news/169_operations_of_dvd_dachau_against_the_main_enemy}

\textsuperscript{52} \url{www.cnbc.com/id/100382718}

\textsuperscript{53} The exact procedure shall be outlined for substance for substance trade. In the meantime, just endorse the pro forma invoice in Euros and send it in for deposit to a bank account established for the purpose in London. The flip side of this process are the offers of goods for exchange, which also must be sent to the Housekeeper of Her Majesty’s Commonwealth of Nations.
Lincoln but by the gift of automation revealed by God to the minds of inquisitive scientists and engineers. The slave exploitation of the ancestors of the Brazilian people can be traced to the six century long war with the Ottoman Sultans. The war is over, the Portuguese and the Brazilians with them are protected by the Treaty of Windsor from 1386. The Brazilian 'authorities' are advised that their current despicable treatment of the poor in the favelas of Rio de Janeiro are to be halted immediately, for the authorities have no immunity before this Court of Record. The poorest and most marginalized in the favelas have many decades in which the trustworthy who live there, who righteously earned their living, shall outdo the crooks who inhabit the halls of authority. The Olympics project as currently being executed as a tribute to the Sultans of finance is doomed. Contact Pope Francis for advice. If you need material resources, send the Bill of Exchange to the Housekeeper of Her Majesty’s Commonwealth of Nations for clearance.

The Israelis are advised to sit tight and relax and find all the misunderstandings that have crept into the Torah. The worst that your Fear based egos are expecting is unfounded for as ADONAI taught Moses, Love is the standard. The LORD intended the Jewish people to be pure hearted priests. Humbly seek those sages that can teach your people, even as Ramakrishna Paramahansa in India taught Swami Vivekananda. His Holiness the Dalai Lama has done more for Jewish people than the Israeli Knesset, the IDF and Uri Geller, for our LORD ADONAI works through His Holiness. Seek the ways by which to repay his invisible blessing, for there are Chinese investments you may have to protect. If you need material resources, send the Bill of Exchange to the Housekeeper of Her Majesty’s Commonwealth of Nations for clearance.

The Chinese are advised that the secret of gunpowder from China is what tamed the barbarians of the west. The deepest reality, beyond any military or social realities is that of Mind. Look a little deeper into the history of China and the West and you will see that God did not desert you. The difficulty lies in the mindset of those who place Force as the criterion ahead of Power. This attitude was present during the Boxer rebellion, the use of spiritual force for violence is an easy temptation but brings great harm. The living testimony of Tibetan Buddhist monks who refuse to return violence with violence, and the known happy friendship between His Holiness the Dalai Lama and Pope John Paul II has more to do with your economic success, for the Federal Reserve and the United States are not ‘republican’ or ‘democrat’, they are projects of the Holy See. The irrational animosity towards the benefactor who has silently interceded on your behalf must be replaced with reverence for the Hidden Hand of God. When mankind is governed by men who have found peace in their hearts then there is peace on Earth. Let the practice of spiritual forgiveness and love take root. Invite former ‘enemies’ to the empty cities of China built by the Sultans of finance and invite His Holiness the Dalai Lama to resume his holy seat. If you need material resources, send the Bill of Exchange to the Housekeeper of Her Majesty’s Commonwealth of Nations for clearance.

The Japanese are advised that the covert war that took place within their nuclear reactors by legal infants before God is now over. The Sultans of finance are to be made redundant, the blackmail money paid to certain parties is meaningless. If there is a shining icon of a Shepherd who does not abandon his flock, it is to be found in Fukushima prefecture, where this farmer continues to live and maintain his radiation damaged flock. The engineers of TEPCO are the silent heroes of today’s struggle with the forces of evil. On behalf of this Court of Record, in the name of Our Lord Jesus Christ, we cordially extend our heartfelt prayers to the people of Japan.

---

54 Which is the force that the ‘Aryan dreamers’ touting ‘independence’ hope to use to let them live like Sultans while starving the rest.
55 en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boxer_rebellion
56 www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lb6jz4_4OU0
There is no necessity to return to nuclear power, all the oil that you shall ever need is to be made available, or for other needed material resources, send the *Bill of Exchange* to the Housekeeper of Her Majesty’s Commonwealth of Nations for clearance.

The Iranians are to be advised that the Sunni Shia rivalry and animosity of the time of the Ottomans is over, for the Bishop of Rome protects true faith founded in the Decalogue. It is the wish of this contemplative Court of Record that the Bishop of Rome reach out to the Iranians with these letters. If you need material resources, send the *Bill of Exchange* to the Housekeeper of Her Majesty’s Commonwealth of Nations for clearance.

The Indians are advised that the fragrance of the LOVE of God, the Spirit of Wisdom and non-violence that dwells in India has begun to pervade the West. May the grace of the Love of God revealed and re-revealed in India, light the path of mankind for ages to come. If you need material resources, send the *Bill of Exchange* to the Housekeeper of Her Majesty’s Commonwealth of Nations for clearance.

All the tribes of Abraham are advised to learn that ADONAI, Lord of Hosts intended that thou shalt resist the temptation to kill and steal, even unto the loss of your own life and blood.  

*Hebrews 12:4* Ye have not yet resisted unto blood, striving against sin.

The Jewish people must reflect that this man Jesus, Peace be upon Him, incarnated this, bankrupted Caesar and that the Bishop of Rome, in turn, has done his duty to protect you.

Even as an entire marketplace of Wall Street traders are yet to discover what is going on, that they have no power, that assets and liabilities are actually backwards as a result of UCC Mirror Reflection, that the debates in the U.S. Congress are completely void of substance and are about the *Kanun* of the Sultan; the bust of Sultan Suleiman stares down at the congressmen from the walls of the U.S. House of Representatives.

There is no rush to go to war, men possessed by the Spirit of the dead War Elephant need time to discover that the means they believe they have at their disposal do not work. The worst nightmare of a power broker, including but not limited to those in military or banking, is that they walk into work and find that the buttons do not do anything they expect, for the world has been transformed by “Our Lady, Mirror of Justice”.

We are sure that President Putin of Russia shall be pleased to assist Pope Francis with *Church Service of Process* to those who can’t read, write or do ratios.

**The spirit of the living God**

At no time on Earth have we been abandoned by the living God. The nature of our consciousness and the *Key of Knowledge* is such that the very presence of our own bodies, with its complete DNA and evolutionary history, is the presence of God.

When we are at peace with the Mind that manifests our body, natural satvic fearlessness and love manifest, without the need for a Priest. The story of Tippi²⁷, the blond French girl who was born in Africa and grew up in complete peace with the jungle and the African tribes is an example of the spontaneous manifestation of God’s grace. Having grown up, she faces the prospect of the concrete jungle of Paris filled with the snakes of Medusa who have no idea what love is. We have prayed to our Immaculate Virgin Mary and Her child Jesus to protect this incarnation of the the spirit of God’s love for all creatures.

---

²⁷ www.youtube.com/watch?v=y8zZ_NGRoJo
For the *rajasic* character more common among the European people, the manifestation of joy is the practice of extreme sports. From mountain biking\(^{58}\) to road bikes\(^{59}\) to skiing\(^{60}\), to wingsuits\(^{61}\) and so on, the People of God know how to enjoy their manifest bodies to the full. Even among the ‘disabled’, the feat of *Paralympian* Richard Whitehead\(^{62}\), a man with no legs, who ran 40 marathons in 40 days, is an inspiration that quenches all complaint.

**The practice of love and forgiveness gives meaning to our lives**

The prospect of an orderly continuation of ‘banking’ has long since passed. As has been prophesied by seers, few there be among those without faith who, even with an invitation\(^{63}\), come forward to the feast of Jesus Christ.

The time has come for Our Holy Father Francis to act. Documents must be signed and sealed, reasonably secure computer systems put in place, snakes and vermin cleared out of the civil and ecclesiastical body of man.

**In short, all of us must Pray, Listen (SH’MA) and Act.**

Our Open Letter to President Putin of Russia, was sent by *fax* and DHL. The changes as a result of this faxed letter\(^{64}\) in the denouement of the proxy war in Syria speaks for itself.

The DHL waybill 7064442324 to President Putin of Russia was returned unopened. We are sure that President Putin of Russia wishes to know that some *snake of Medusa in Russia* is

---

\(^{58}\) [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JaX5sh6_BCE](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JaX5sh6_BCE)

\(^{59}\) [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6VFGrFeWG3s](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6VFGrFeWG3s)

\(^{60}\) [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iNTX55Rpk8w](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iNTX55Rpk8w)

\(^{61}\) [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8L8UCfxm7Sw](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8L8UCfxm7Sw)

\(^{62}\) [www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-nottinghamshire-24193716](http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-nottinghamshire-24193716)

\(^{63}\) Turning to the Letter to the Romans, the Pope then affirmed that this feast is a “feast of unity.” He underlined the fact that all are invited, “the good and the bad.” And the first to be invited are the marginalized ...

Speaking about the parable in which Jesus said *some who were invited began to make excuses*, Pope Francis said: “They don’t accept the invitation! They say ‘yes,’ but their actions say ‘no.’” These people, he said, “are Christians who are content to be on the guest list: chosen Christians.” But, he warned, this is not sufficient, because if you don’t participate you are not a Christian. “You were on the list,” he said, but this isn’t enough for salvation! This is the Church: to enter into the Church is a grace; to enter into the Church is an invitation.” And this right, he added, cannot be purchased. “To enter into the Church,” he added, “is to become part of a community, the community of the Church. To enter into the Church is to participate in all the virtues, the qualities that the Lord has given us in our service of one for the other.” Pope Francis continued, “To enter into the Church means to be responsible for those things that the Lord asks of us.” Ultimately, he said, “to enter into the Church is to enter into this People of God, in its journey towards eternity.” No one, he warned, is the protagonist of the Church: but we have *ONE,* who has done everything. God “is the protagonist!” We are his followers . . . and “he who does not follow Him is the one who excuses himself” and does not go to the feast.

The Lord is very generous. The Lord opens all doors. The Lord also understands those who say to Him, ‘No, Lord, I don’t want to go to you.’ He understands and is waiting for them, because He is merciful. But the Lord does not like those who say ‘yes’ and do the opposite; who pretend to thank Him for all the good things; who have good manners, but go their own way and do not follow the way of the Lord: those who always excuse themselves, those who do not know joy, who don’t experience the joy of belonging. Let us ask the Lord for this grace of understanding: how beautiful it is to be invited to the feast, how beautiful it is to take part in it and to share one’s qualities, how beautiful it is to be with Him and how wrong it is to dither between ‘yes’ and ‘no,’ to say ‘yes,’ but to be satisfied merely with being a nominal Christian.


\(^{64}\) [www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-24170137](http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-24170137)

[www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-24419468](http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-24419468)
making executive decisions without authority and interfering with the office of the President of Russia.

The invisible Battle for Britain

In the system of law today, where the lawyer snakes of Medusa operate formal Caesar’s corporate courts of intimidation, they get used to using colour of law fraud, enforcing their will with unsigned and unsealed “Arrest Warrants” or letters claiming such, that are designed to intimidate and make a “profit” for gullible ‘investors’ in such companies.

We take cognizance that the recent letter to Mrs. Theresa Mary May that, “All bank accounts of private corporate bailiffs shall be seized with immediate effect”, has resulted in a news item in the Telegraph that “The Cabinet Office is reviewing all other G4S and Serco contracts with central Government, effectively barring them for bidding for such work until the review is complete.”

We also take cognisance that “Paul Pindar is to step down as Capita chief executive” and that “Today Capita runs everything from radios for police forces to the pension scheme for the Ministry of Defence.”

The jurisdiction of the Housekeeper of Her Majesty’s Commonwealth of Nations, granted by this Court of Record, does not stop at the border of England and Wales. The Housekeeper of Her Majesty’s Commonwealth of Nations can investigate any man or woman anywhere, the Official Secrets Act and all other statutory formal ‘statutes’ of the UNITED KINGDOM or other judicial entity, including but not limited to the Roman Curia, the Crown Temple, the Inns of Court, UK Parliament, MI5, MI6, GCHQ, the European Union, the United States and the United Nations, notwithstanding. There is no legal immunity.

The historical guidelines for such actions can be found in The English Constitution by Walter Bagehot about how the Corn Laws were pushed through Parliament:

“There ought to be in every Constitution an available authority somewhere. The sovereign power must be come-at-able. And the English have made it so. The House of Lords, at the passing of the Reform Act of 1832, was as unwilling to concur with the House of Commons as the Upper Chamber at Victoria to concur with the Lower Chamber. But it did concur. The Crown has the authority to create new peers; and the king of the day had promised the Ministry of the day to create them. The House of Lords did not like the precedent, and they passed the bill, The power was not used, but its existence was as useful as its energy. Just as the knowledge that his men CAN strike makes a master yield in order that they may not strike, so the knowledge that their House could be swamped at the will of the king—at the will of the people—made the Lords yield to the people.” ...

The most hopeless idleness is that most smoothed with excellent plans. “The Lord Treasurer,” says Swift, “promised he will settle it to-night, and so he will say a hundred nights.” We may

65 www.courtofrecord.org.uk/gicor/record/Theresa-Mary-May-2/
67 www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/newsbysector/supportservices/10456572/Paul-Pindar-steps-down-as-Capita-chief.html
68 www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/newsbysector/supportservices/10457033/Paul-Pindar-the-man-who-took-the-rich-out-of-Capita.html
69 www.courtofrecord.org.uk/archive/bagehot/The_English_Constitution/4351-h.htm#chap04
70 The sovereign power now is in this contemplative Court of Record of the Almighty One. See claim of jurisdiction in the Letter Rogatory to the British Cabinet/Parliament available on the internet at www.courtofrecord.org.uk/British.
depend upon it the ministry whose power will be lessened by the prince’s attention will not be too eager to get him to attend.” …

“But, on the contrary, the party zeal and the self-seeking of Parliament are best checked by an authority which has no connection with Parliament or dependence upon it— supposing that such authority is morally and intellectually equal to the performance of the entrusted function.” …

“These grave defects would have been at once lessened, and in the course of years nearly effaced, if the House of Lords had not resisted the proposal of Lord Palmerston’s first Government to create peers for life. The expedient was almost perfect. The difficulty of reforming an old institution like the House of Lords is necessarily great; its possibility rests on continuous caste and ancient deference. And if you begin to agitate about it, to bawl at meetings about it, that deference is gone, its particular charm lost, its reserved sanctity gone. But, by an odd fatality, there was in the recesses of the Constitution an old prerogative which would have rendered agitation needless—which would have effected, without agitation, all that agitation could have effected. Lord Palmerston was—now that he is dead, and his memory can be calmly viewed—as firm a friend to an aristocracy, as thorough an aristocrat, as any in England; yet he proposed to use that power. If the House of Lords had still been under the rule of the Duke of Wellington, perhaps they would have acquiesced. The Duke would not indeed have reflected on all the considerations which a philosophic statesman would have set out before him; but he would have been brought right by one of his peculiarities. He disliked, above all things, to oppose the Crown. At a great crisis, at the crisis of the Corn Laws, what he considered was not what other people were thinking of, the economical issue under discussion, the welfare of the country hanging in the balance, but the Queen’s ease. He thought the Crown so superior a part in the Constitution, that, even on vital occasions, he looked solely—or said he looked solely—to the momentary comfort of the present sovereign. He never was comfortable in opposing a conspicuous act of the Crown.

The process of this Court of Record, read in the context of all the Open Letters, the honour, dignity and comfort of the Bishop of Rome, Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, and all the living men and women of England and Wales are preserved.

What consoles us – he concluded – is that the Lord never denies himself to the faithful. “He waits for us, He loves us, He forgives us. Let us pray that His faithfulness may save us from the worldly spirit that negotiates all. Let us pray that He may protect us and allow us to go forward, leading us by the hand, just like a father with his child. Holding the Lord’s hand we will be safe” Pope Francis, Bishop of Rome

The subject matter of this process is the liberty and freedom of all the men women and children on Earth, who are affected by a century of financial war, which therefore is a claim to “all the gold in the world”, “all the guns” and “all the infrastructure” stolen by fraudulent conversion.

Having read all of the above, if you still cannot not grasp that you have lived through a hundred year charter, granted then to win a war that in 1912 had gone on some six hundred years, against a Super Power that straddled the Earth, then you are not part of those who know what’s what and who’s who and lack standing in this Court of Record. The war is over. It is time for Peace.

The Earth is infested with those who believe force is the only criterion, who have mastered every despicable method of destroying a people. Many of these people live on the land of the Earth, in a country called England in a city called London.
The Pope, speaking off the cuff, lamented the injustices of the current system, “because it is easier to punish the small fry, but let the big fish swim free in the water.”

The men and women who are in their sixties and seventies, in high offices of power, are yet to inherit the Power and Wisdom of the generation older than them. We must have some humility before the old and the wise who have held it together, despite the greed and lust of those younger and more ambitious than them.

The beasts of Stheno

On the morning of 21st of November 2013 a corporate police department in England, and a corporate ‘HMRC’ ‘court’ colluded to enforce their sudden formal ‘No bail arrest warrant’ regarding a speeding fine against our trustee.

Our trustee, is a ‘regular chap’, who has recently accepted his role as trustee of the Euro Swiss Redemption Trust, a trust designed to “Render unto Caesar what belongs to Caesar and to God what belongs to God” and thereby end the domination of the ‘big fish’ Sultans of Europe and the Pharaohs of Ba’al, who behind the scenes operate the formal Caesar known as the European Union.

In this speeding ticket case, there were several exchanges with the corporate bailiffs originally appointed (Marstons and subsidiaries, Serco’s subsidiary Collectica), the local corporate police department and ‘HMRC’ courts. Four British Sovereigns containing gold were put on offer as a bond of honour in a safe deposit box. The ‘court’, ‘police’ and ‘bailiffs’ were informed that these could be claimed upon the production of a valid, signed and sealed Court Order.

As an additional step, the Chief Constable and the Directors of the companies involved, were provided with the Letter Rogatory to the British Cabinet among other information.

The ordeal established the following Matters of Fact:

1. The ‘police’ had no Warrant of Entry, they were trespassing on private property.
2. The Chief Constable, the HMRC court(s), the bailiffs have been fully informed with the state of the law under which they live.
3. The paperwork sent with the ‘No bail arrest warrant’ is an insult to living men and women who live in a Christian kingdom.
4. Despite fax from this Court of Record, sent on the day of their blunder, they proceeded to put the trustee before a HMRC ‘magistrate’.
5. During this entire process, they failed to obtain jurisdiction or even acknowledgement of the corporate name they were after.
6. A Serco employee, employed at the HMRC ‘court’, roughed up the trustee.
7. The ‘magistrate’ who ‘heard’ the case in the theatre of the star chamber court room for legal infants heard the case twice. The following is extracted from the Affidavit of the Trustee on the incident:

“I was asked to sit on the third seat along but when I got there I was asked almost immediately to stand, I sat and said nothing, I was asked to stand again. I kept seated then stated clearly that ‘as you are well aware, you have no

jurisdiction over me' a court lady murmured 'we haven't started yet and we ask the questions'. I remained seated and said to the lead magistrate (who was a man, the others I recall were women, maybe 3 or 4 of them) 'Sir, have you sworn an oath of office to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II and are you operating under that oath now' – pause a second – 'Yes or No'. There was silence and I stated that I had not heard a reply. There was about 30 seconds pause and the 'Magistrate' told [Serco employee] to take me back to the cell and that 'Judge somebody' would hear the case.

"[Serco employee] took me back down the elevator to the cell. After about 20 minutes, I was called back to the same court with same magistrate. I noticed my son was not present, there was one rather overweight man in that gallery who I did not recognise as court staff. I was asked aggressively by [Serco employee] to go to the third seat and stand. I sat and immediately [Serco employee] jolted me harshly out of my seat with a small amount of resistance from me and slammed me against the glass panel. A lady from the court offered a Bible and asked me to swear on it, I declined. I continued to remind the court that they had, no jurisdiction and repeated the oath notice for the second time. The court members looked shocked, I continued to remind them that they had no jurisdiction and I looked at [Serco employee] and told him that he had no jurisdiction and I would hold him liable for his use of force, to which he replied that he had jurisdiction. This went on a few seconds, then I turned back to the Magistrate and said for the third time was he operating under his oath etc.... I stated that I had asked 3 times, and that I had heard no reply and that they had no jurisdiction. The 'Magistrate' then turned to me and said I am Justice blah blah and started to talk. I interrupted almost immediately and reminded him that he had not established jurisdiction and therefore it was pointless talking to me - a lady in the court murmured is my name spelled [deleted] or [deleted], I said [Given name]. The 'Magistrate' looked away and after a few seconds said [deleted] – I reminded him I was [Given name] – he said very well [Given name], sit down, I said I'll stand or sit you have no jurisdiction and remained standing and in a quiet muffled voice something to the effect that I was to be released after waiting for all cases to be heard. "I was then lead back to my cell where I asked [Serco employee] to verify what was happening. He stated, that I was free to go after all other cases were heard and that the time spent in the cell would constitute settlement. I said, so I am free to go then, he said yes.

"After only 10 minutes, [Serco employee] came back to my cell and released me after collecting my belongings. I asked, could I keep the jogging outfit, to which he responded yes, so I responded thank you, I'll jog home then, which I did. The time was about 17:10, I arrived home about 17:30".

The deliberations in this Court of Record

The crime the 'Judge' is guilty of is Treason. The 'root of authority', whichever they believe they are operating under, has been long informed of the matter.

They have been informed of the state of the law, the financial war, the historical precedent, the offer of a bond in lawful money of the realm, and the process by which they could claim the
lawful money.

The circumstantial evidence suggests that Serco and other private bailiff companies, the private, corporate police departments, the snakes hissing in our ear, understand only Force, much the same as the barbarians who entered Rome by Force. They have come through with a demonstration of Force, to 'show their power'.

The clever amongst them, have worshipped at the shrine of Stheno, who are stuck to the magnet of Force, believe they are 'Lords of the Magna Carta', or 'Knights of King Arthur’s Round Table', that they have everything in hand, that they have all the methods of revolution, that they live in the democratic Sultan’s Glass Club pleasure palace, that all the visible Force vectors at the 'board of six', located in London, are firmly in the hands of Captain See-er-ship.

The lawyer priests in the Crown Temple, all Inns of Court, and Parliament have failed to realise, the root of authority and the Spirit of Wisdom has left their hallowed halls.

By this prayer to our LORD, Elohim,
   As at the time of Moses,
by the grace of our LORD,
   the root of authority has left
the hallowed Crown Temple halls
   followed by the Spirit of Wisdom

The ghouls of fear shall stalk those
   who have no faith in God
cowards who fear for their money

Upon my life, by some device or other
   The villain is o'erraught of all my money.
They say this town is full of cozenage;
   As, nimble jugglers that deceive the eye,
    Dark-working sorcerers that change the mind,
    Soul-killing witches that deform the body,
    Disguised cheaters, prating mountebanks,
And many such-like liberties of sin;
   If it prove so, I will be gone the sooner.
I'll to the Centaur to go seek this slave.
I greatly fear my money is not safe.

Shakespeare, The Comedy of Errors

Cowards die many times before their deaths;
The valiant never taste of death but once.

Shakespeare, Julius Caesar

No authority to use weapons war

There is no authority to use weapons of war, including but not limited to 'high technology' weapons indistinguishable from 'Acts of God'.

The Jesuit General has accused the United States and France of an "abuse of power", in considering military action in Syria and says the Jesuits fully support Pope Francis' call for a day of prayer and fasting in support of peace this Saturday.
While he says he would not normally comment on international or political situations, Father General Adolfo Nicolás SJ says the current circumstances mean he cannot keep silent, stating: "I cannot understand who gave the United States or France the right to act against a country in a way that will certainly increase the suffering of the citizens of that country, who, by the way, have already suffered beyond measure."

Fr Nicolás outlines three fundamental problems. Firstly, an abuse of power which, he says, would be like "the big boy of the neighbourhood" abusing, harassing and bullying the weaker members of the community. Secondly, he expresses concern about the lack of concrete information about the use of chemical weapons in Syria. And he highlights in particular the impact that any military action by the US and France would have upon "the ordinary innocent and poor people" of Syria.

Q. But why speak out now?

R. Because the danger is now. Because the Holy Father has taken a measure that is extraordinary to indicate the urgency of the moment. To indicate that the 7th of September is a day of Fasting for the sake of Peace is an extraordinary measure and we want to join him in it.

Remember that at one point in the Gospel, when the disciples of Jesus could not liberate a young man from an evil spirit, Jesus told them: "This kind of spirits cannot be driven away if not by prayer and fasting" I find it extremely upsetting that a Country that considers itself, at least nominally, Christian, could not imagine other ways of acting that would not be "military", and, instead, contribute to bring Humanity back to the law of the jungle.

Interference with written correspondence

Indirect verbal enquiries with a few Members of Parliament show that the original printed sealed and delivered Letter Rogatory placed in their mailbox in Westminster Palace by the Postmaster, have not received their copy. On the day of the delivery, the Postmaster confirmed verbally over the phone that the letters had been placed in the “pigeon holes”.

Is this why Royal Mail was hastily privatised?

The Housekeeper of Her Majesty’s Commonwealth of Nations must investigate.

As we have already noted, repeated here for emphasis, the DHL to President Putin of Russia was returned unopened.

Acts without authority

The Prime Minister and the Home Secretary will be able to investigate and determine that there have been serious breaches of trust within Westminster Palace, including but not limited to, Treason to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, applications for authority without explaining the consequences, deliberate fraud, colour of law fraud and interfering with the living Constitution of England and Wales, Scotland and Ireland.

An example: It is known to us that the temple lawyers failed to advise the Prime Minister, Rt. Hon. David Cameron, that the ‘Acts of Union’ with Scotland had been broken by the changes introduced by the Succession to the Crown Act. The Prime Minister should do well to consider that all recent ‘Acts of Parliament’, are void.

We place on record here that we continue to have confidence in the Prime Minister, David Cameron and the Home Secretary, Mrs. Theresa Mary May and their continuous handling of a difficult set of circumstances. See Isaiah 59, 60.
59:17 For he put on righteousness as a breastplate, and an helmet of salvation upon his head; and he put on the garments of vengeance for clothing, and was clad with zeal as a cloak.

59:18 According to their deeds, accordingly he will repay, fury to his adversaries, recompence to his enemies; to the islands he will repay recompence.

59:19 So shall they fear the name of the LORD from the west, and his glory from the rising of the sun. When the enemy shall come in like a flood, the Spirit of the LORD shall lift up a standard against him.

59:20 And the Redeemer shall come to Zion, and unto them that turn from transgression in Jacob, saith the LORD.

59:21 As for me, this is my covenant with them, saith the LORD; My spirit that is upon thee, and my words which I have put in thy mouth, shall not depart out of thy mouth, nor out of the mouth of thy seed, nor out of the mouth of thy seed's seed, saith the LORD, from henceforth and for ever.

60:1 Arise, shine; for thy light is come, and the glory of the LORD is risen upon thee.

The Book of the Prophet Isaiah, King James Bible

We pray to Our Lord Jesus Christ, One with Elohim, The Judge, Our Father, who suffers a Sea of Anguish for the Love of mankind.

We pray to Our Lord Jesus Christ, mentally invoking the love of Jesus Christ, which is the Quickest and easiest route to Peace, to comfort and guide the faithful in the choices that shall become manifest.

The Pope’s Homily: Dear Brothers and Sisters! The Epiphany is a feast of light. “Arise, shine; for your light has come, and the glory of the Lord has risen upon you” (Is 60:1). With these words of the prophet Isaiah, the Church describes the content of the feast. He who is the true light, and by whom we too are made to be light, has indeed come into the world. He gives us the power to become children of God (cf. Jn 1:9,12). The journey of the wise men from the East is, for the liturgy, just the beginning of a great procession that continues throughout history. With the Magi, humanity’s pilgrimage to Jesus Christ begins – to the God who was born in a stable, who died on the Cross and who, having risen from the dead, remains with us always, until the consummation of the world (cf. Mt 28:20).

The Church reads this account from Matthew’s Gospel alongside the vision of the prophet Isaiah that we heard in the first reading: the journey of these men is just the beginning. Before them came the shepherds – simple souls, who dwelt closer to the God who became a child, and could more easily “go over” to him (Lk 2:15) and recognize him as Lord. But now the wise of this world are also coming. Great and small, kings and slaves, men of all cultures and all peoples are coming. The men from the East are the first, followed by many more throughout the centuries. After the great vision of Isaiah, the reading from the Letter to the Ephesians expresses the same idea in rather sober and simple terms: the Gentiles share the same heritage (cf. Eph 3:6). Psalm 2 puts it like this: “I shall bequeath you the nations, put the ends of the earth in your possession” (v. 8).

The wise men from the East lead the way. They open up the path of the Gentiles to Christ. During this holy Mass, I will ordain two priests to the episcopate, I will consecrate them as shepherds of God’s people. According to the words of Jesus, part of a shepherd’s task is to go ahead of the flock (cf. Jn 10:4). So, allowing for all the differences in vocation and mission, we may well look to these figures, the first Gentiles to find the pathway to Christ, for indications concerning the task of bishops.

Pope Francis³¹

No legal money in the Crown Temple

We remind our readers that there is a bill in this Court of Record for the entire mass of gold available on this planet, for under God’s law it is that the gold was made by the Almighty One for all of us, not a few for the gold.

The task before us

Let us remind ourselves of the words of Pope Benedict XVI who reminded a faithless population who had no eyes to read or ears to hear, about the following:

“Render unto Caesar what belongs to Caesar and to God what belongs to God,” was the response of Jesus when asked about paying taxes. …

Jesus’ answer deftly moves the argument to a higher plane, gently cautioning against both the politicisation of religion and the deification of temporal power, along with the relentless pursuit of wealth. His audience needed to be reminded that the Messiah was not Caesar, and Caesar was not God. The kingdom that Jesus came to establish was of an altogether higher order. As he told Pontius Pilate: “My kingship is not of this world.” …

It is in the Gospel that Christians find inspiration for their daily lives and their involvement in worldly affairs – be it in the Houses of Parliament or the stock exchange. Christians should not shun the world; they should engage with it. But their involvement in politics and economics should transcend every form of ideology. …

In Italy, many crib scenes feature the ruins of ancient Roman buildings in the background. This shows that the birth of the child Jesus marks the end of the old order, the pagan world, in which Caesar’s claims went virtually unchallenged. Now there is a new king, who relies not on the force of arms, but on the power of love. …

He brings hope to all those who, like himself, live on the margins of society. He brings hope to all who are vulnerable to the changing fortunes of a precarious world. From the manger, Christ calls us to live as citizens of his heavenly kingdom, a kingdom that all people of goodwill can help to build here on earth.

Some of the difficulties created by the snakes of Medusa

By creating untrustworthy computers and operating systems, by spying beyond belief, the elite who sought to control mankind by computer have lost the trust that was placed in them.

By setting up a failed religious war in the Middle East, the secret Sultans of finance have lost the trust that was placed in them.

By destroying families, by perverting the medical system, by deploying identity systems on a scale unimaginable, the secret Pharaohs have lost the trust that was placed in them.

By undermining nuclear power plants, by infiltrating dangerous equipment of all sorts, the legal infants before God are crying for a diaper change.

Rome fell to ruin at the advent of Jesus Christ. Let us pray, mentally invoking the love of Jesus Christ, which is the Quickest and easiest route to Peace, to Our Father, Elohim, that such ruin is forgiven us.

Isaiah 64:8 But now, O LORD, thou art our father; we are the clay, and thou our potter; and we all are the work of thy hand.

64:9 Be not wroth very sore, O LORD, neither remember iniquity for ever: behold, see, we beseech thee, we are all thy people.

64:10 Thy holy cities are a wilderness, Zion is a wilderness, Jerusalem a desolation.
64:11 Our holy and our beautiful house, where our fathers praised thee, is burned up with fire: and all our pleasant things are laid waste.

64:12 Wilt thou refrain thyself for these things, O LORD? wilt thou hold thy peace, and afflict us very sore? 65:1 I am sought of them that asked not for me; I am found of them that sought me not: I said, Behold me, behold me, unto a nation that was not called by my name.

65:2 I have spread out my hands all the day unto a rebellious people, which walketh in a way that was not good, after their own thoughts; 65:3 A people that provoketh me to anger continually to my face; that sacrificeth in gardens, and burneth incense upon altars of brick; 65:4 Which remain among the graves, and lodge in the monuments, which eat swine's flesh, and broth of abominable things is in their vessels; 65:5 Which say, Stand by thyself, come not near to me; for I am holier than thou. These are a smoke in my nose, a fire that burneth all the day.

65:6 Behold, it is written before me: I will not keep silence, but will recompense, even recompense into their bosom, 65:7 Your iniquities, and the iniquities of your fathers together, saith the LORD, which have burned incense upon the mountains, and blasphemed me upon the hills: therefore will I measure their former work into their bosom.

65:8 Thus saith the LORD, As the new wine is found in the cluster, and one saith, Destroy it not; for a blessing is in it: so will I do for my servants' sakes, that I may not destroy them all.

The Book of the Prophet Isaiah, King James Bible

More signs of progress across the Earth

As a result of our letters, we are pleased to note that King Abdullah Bin Abdulaziz of Saudi Arabia, Custodian of the two Holy Mosques, has convened the first-ever Global Forum of the King Abdullah Bin Abdulaziz International Centre for Intercultural and Inter-religious Dialogue (KAICIID).

Our Holy Father Francis and men of faith like Putin and King Abdullah Bin Abdulaziz of Saudi Arabia must coordinate with those who are our Allies to work out for themselves the necessary steps to ensure that the people of the world have an abundant supply of fuel and energy. When energy is available, the food will arrive. The great famines of the past were caused by food not being transported as was the case in India before independence.

We are confident that as these letters reach the Catholic countries of Central and South America, the entire spectrum of food that is needed will become available for exchange and to ensure food security.

74 This two-day event brings together hundreds of religious leaders, experts and policymakers from every continent and every major world religion to consider The Image of the Other in interreligious and intercultural education. Tuesday is the second and final day of working sessions, the first of which is a public plenary discussion with government ministers for education, foreign affairs, integration, and related portfolios from Pakistan, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, Ethiopia, Germany, Spain and Austria.

Following the plenary session begins the KAICIID Dialogue Experience: a series of dozens of closed-door, small group, interactive roundtable discussions on topics ranging from strategies for challenging stereotypes, to the question whether it is even possible to create mutual respect between religious and secular worldviews. These small group sessions are closed to journalists.

The closing session in the afternoon focuses on Dialogue as a Path for the Future, and gives way to a two-part gala dinner in the evening that takes place at the historic Spanish Riding School and the Hofburg Palace.

Toppling the tower of Babel

**Simpler technology continues to function.** There are three videos of hill trains, still run on steam and coal, that continue to run a hundred years after they were built by the British in India and provide a life line for the people. In these three videos one can also see that the Christian faith of the Anglo Indians has not degraded as much as it has in some sections of western ‘Christian’ society.

**The faithless bankers shall fall to ruin.** With the leadership and faith secured from Russia and Saudi Arabia, it becomes possible to distribute fuel without bothering about imaginary money, for the substance itself functions as money. The world is run by a select group already, they have a debt to God and their fellow men. It is only when there is substance that trade can begin to replace credit.

Let them settle at the bulk layer, allocate resources to each other so that their equipment be serviced. Let borders be opened for passport free travel. Let non-violent prisoners go free.

*Exodus 21:14 But if a man come presumptuously upon his neighbour, to slay him with guile; thou shalt take him from mine altar, that he may die.*

In a corporate, formal, lifeless role, those who have come to slay their neighbours with guile shall be removed from any position from which they can continue to obstruct the course of peace. They can be placed on indefinite leave with reduced pay until such time as ‘pay’ as they understand it today, becomes meaningless. As the living man, the one we know as Putin can confess to Our Holy Father, the ‘fate worse than death’, as former USSR apparatchiks discovered, was to live with their neighbours whom they once oppressed.

In this context, President Putin of Russia, can appoint full time representatives to liaison with and assist Our Holy Father Francis and the Housekeeper of Her Majesty’s Commonwealth of Nations, with pareto-secure communication facilities that allow Our Holy Father and the Housekeeper of Her Majesty’s Commonwealth of Nations to fulfil their duties to God and their fellow men and women.

We are sure that brave and chivalrous knights and faithful men and women shall emerge to assist with confidence the restoration of liberty, Common Law courts and private property rights, long forgotten since the outbreak of hostilities in 1914.

We would like President Putin of Russia to consider with Fatherly compassion, legal infants before God, such as the ladies who wish that the “Mother of God, please chase Putin away”, get a copy of these letters, their freedom and the names and addresses of those who actually have

---

75 [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1fWrSJa4lrk](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1fWrSJa4lrk) (Darjeeling, Ghurkas)
[http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KZZQ6s2Vgc](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KZZQ6s2Vgc) (Ooty, Nilagiri, South Indian Christians)
[http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m_21_CS0J1U](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m_21_CS0J1U) (Simla, displaced Kashmir Muslims)

76 Those with faith, Jewish or Christian, who demonstrate their faith by both their actions and their words, shall receive the fruits of the return to the rule of God’s law on Earth.

77 *A change that can make at least one individual better off, without making any other individual worse off is called a Pareto improvement: an allocation of resources is Pareto efficient when no further Pareto improvements can be made.*

S1 - 3 laws of security
Absolutely secure systems do not exist
To halve your vulnerability, you have to double your expenditure
*Cryptography is typically bypassed, not penetrated*
Adi Shamir, Turing Award lecture, 2004
iang.org/papers/pareto-secure.html

78 The Common Law is found in the King James Bible, the Law of God, which Her Majesty The Queen is to uphold.
to get chased away, the Bankers of Ba’al and the snakes and vermin they support. Large heartedness is all contexts, is the wish of this Court of Record.

“‘World’ is a large term, but man must enlarge his allegiance, considering himself in the light of a world citizen,” I continued. “A person who truly feels: ‘The world is my homeland; it is my America, my India, my Philippines, my England, my Africa,’ will never lack scope for a useful and happy life.

Autobiography of a Yogi

We pray that Our Holy Father Francis that the living man, the one we know as Putin, those of faith such as King Abdullah Bin Abdulaziz of Saudi Arabia, Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques, together with our Allies, make their wishes known and proclaim an era of equality, peace and freedom.

Equality is not artificially established in a new colony; it establishes itself. There is a story that among the first settlers in Western Australia, some, who were rich, took out labourers at their own expense, and also carriages to ride in. But soon they had to try if they could live in the carriages. Before the masters’ houses were built, the labourers had gone off—they were building houses and cultivating land for themselves, and the masters were left to sit in their carriages. Whether this exact thing happened I do not know, but this sort of thing has happened a thousand times. There has been a whole series of attempts to transplant to the colonies a graduated English society. But they have always failed at the first step. The rude classes at the bottom felt that they were equal to or better than the delicate classes at the top; they shifted for themselves, and left the “gentle-folks” to shift for themselves; the base of the elaborate pyramid spread abroad, and the apex tumbled in and perished.

The English Constitution, by Walter Bagehot

The Bishop of Rome, Earthly king of kings, must act

The worshippers of Caesar, and they are many, must see and read documents, with a Baron and his legion, holding the flaming torch of Truth.

It is the way of this world, the grace of the LORD is with us, but many minds are dull with bottled spirit. Such tamasic men, anonymous Sultans of finance, have swapped the beauty and grace of Madonna and Child for the rented harem of the Glass Club.

The way international intrigue was used to depose the Right Honourable H.H. Asquith when he was Prime Minister of Great Britain in 1916 was explained to me by a man who was extremely well informed. I met him while serving as King’s Messenger in 1917. We were in my room, in a hotel when, during the course of conversation, I mentioned that I strongly suspected that a comparatively small group of extremely wealthy men used the power their wealth could buy to influence national and international affairs, to further their own secret plans and ambitions.

My companion replied: “If you talk about such things it is unlikely that you will live long enough to realize how right you are.” He then told me how Mr. Asquith had been deposed in December 1916, and Mr. David Lloyd George, Winston Churchill, and The Rt. Hon. Arthur James Balfour were placed in power in England.

The story he told me had a remarkable similarity to the plot used by the Secret Powers who directed the campaign of L’Infamie immediately prior to the outbreak of the French revolution in 1789. It will be recalled a letter was used to lure Cardinal Prince de Rohan to the Palais Royal where he was involved with a prostitute disguised as Marie Antoinette. The alleged modern method is as follows:

Shortly after the outbreak of the war in August 1914 a small group of wealthy men authorized an agent to turn an old, but very spacious mansion, into a fabulous private club. Those who made it possible to finance such a costly undertaking insisted that their identity remain secret. They explained that they simply wished to show their deep appreciation to officers in the Armed Forces who were risking their lives for King and Country. The club provided every kind of luxury, entertainment, and facilities for pleasure. The use of the club was usually restricted to commissioned officers on leave in London from active service. A new member had to be introduced by a brother officer. My companion referred to it as the “Glass Club”.

www.courtofrecord.org/archive/www.lovethetruth.com/books/pawns/09.htm
People who live in a Glass Club™, ‘showing their power’, even as did the Sultan of old, must not cast stones, even those invisible stones made of shaped waves of packed photons called solitons. This soliton of Love shall unleash the “stones from the Mountain of Our Sovereign Lady of the Common Law”, which erupt from within you. The Indians call it karma.

Signify acceptance of trust

Our Holy Father Francis is humbly requested to seal and send by trusted channels the sanctified copies of the Euro Swiss Redemption Trust, so that the next steps may be taken by the Trustee in Switzerland and Europe.

Bestow grant of title

By the love and grace of Our Lord Jesus Christ, we create, found, ordain and establish the titles, Duke of Russia in Her Majesty’s Commonwealth of Nations, Baron of these Global Isles.

It is the wish of this contemplative Court of Record that the Bishop of Rome, impose this title on the living man, the one we know as Putin, by the grace of Our Lord Jesus Christ, garlanding him with flowers, even as Our Holy Father Francis was garlanded81 as he was received by the Missionaries of Charity.

Our wishes for Baron Putin of these Global Isles

Should the living man, the one we know as Putin, accept the imposed titles, it is our wish that he give a complete update on the military, espionage and esoteric capabilities of modern military force to Our Holy Father Francis.

Make Your Holiness’ wishes known

Our Holy Father Francis is humbly requested to make his wishes known to Baron Putin of these Global Isles. We do believe that if Our Holy Father so desires, Baron Putin of these Global Isles can arrange the “date of the meeting, which is yet unknown” and provide a safe method of travel in these terrible times.

We pray to Our Lady

Ave Maria, gratia plena,
Dominus tecum.

Benedicta tu in mulieribus
et benedictus fructus ventris tui, Jesus.
Sancta Maria, Mater Dei, ora pro nobis peccatoribus
nunc et in hora mortis nostrae. Amen.

By the grace of Our Immaculate Virgin Mary with Her child Jesus, we remain available to Our Holy Father Francis to pray, listen and act as our Lord Jesus Christ taught us all:

Matthew 6:9 After this manner therefore pray ye: Our Father which art in heaven, Hallowed be thy name.
6:10 Thy kingdom come, Thy will be done in earth, as it is in heaven.
6:11 Give us this day our daily bread.

80 Or those who come to London to “visit the dentist” or other “health care” facility.
81 www.catholicherald.co.uk/news/2013/05/22/pope-francis-warns-of-the-dangers-of-unbridled-capitalism/
6:12 And forgive us our debts, as we forgive our debtors.

6:13 And lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from evil: For thine is the kingdom, and the power, and the glory, for ever. Amen.

The Gospel according to Saint Matthew, King James Bible

Yours faithfully,

Joseph Ray Sundarsson

GICOR-ref: Holy-See-Putin/1-v1.0